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Wireless communications has become a major economic sector with an un-
precedented growth rate over the past decade. This phenomenal growth rate
has increased even faster in the 21st century due to the success of wireless
cellular systems and wireless local area networks. Furthermore, a variety of
applications for high quality media content running on mobile devices have
also fueled this phenomenon. In order to maintain the rapid growth rate and
satisfy such a high demand from users, the next generation communication sys-
tems must achieve both reliability and high data rate using a limited spectrum,
power, and complexity budget. Unfortunately, a harsh and unpredictable wire-
less radio propagation environment, with issues such as multipath, shadowing
effects, and frequency selectivity, makes this goal very challenging.
vii
There are several techniques in wireless communication systems to com-
bat, or even exploit, such a detrimental effect of fading channels. The most
popular technique is the diversity combining technique, where multiple repli-
cas of the same signal are used to reduce the amount of fading. By coherently
combining these multiple copies of the transmitted signal, this technique pro-
vides reliability of the communication link and offers a higher dynamic range.
Among other techniques is adaptive modulation, which attempts not to mit-
igate the fading effect but to take advantage of it by adaptively adjusting
the modulation constellation to the instantaneous channel quality. Thus, this
technique aims at achieving a high spectral efficiency given a certain level of
bit error rate (BER).
This dissertation examines diversity combining techniques and adap-
tive modulation with an emphasis on how these two different techniques can
jointly operate in various wireless systems to achieve both reliability and high
spectral efficiency. After a brief introduction to the conventional diversity com-
bining schemes, the adaptive diversity combining schemes are first discussed
including a performance analyis. Embedded with a target signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), which may be pre-determined based on the quality of service (QoS)
for an application, the adaptive diversity combining schemes achieve a reduced
complexity while satisfying the target performance.
Second, a joint diversity combining and adaptive modulation technique
in multi-carrier systems is proposed and presented with analytical results.
Since the fourth generation (4G) wireless cellular system standards adopt
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as a basic transmission
technology, techniques to improve the performance at the cell edge in such
multi-carrier systems are becoming very important. Exploiting a diversity
viii
combining technique, the proposed scheme offers an improved spectral effi-
ciency in the low SNR region.
Finally, a simple and practical system based on a switched diversity
scheme with adaptive modulation is presented. This system provides a reduced
number of channel estimation while satisfying the optimum spectral efficiency
compared to a selection diversity system. In addition, the switching threshold
is easily manipulated so as to make an efficient use of the trade-off between
spectral efficiency and the number of channel estimation. An extension of this
scheme into a multiuser scenario is considered. This switch-based multiuser
access scheme results in an average feedback load that is lower than using
the optimal selection-based multiuser scheme. Numerical results show we can
obtain a trade-off between spectral efficiency and the feedback load by choosing
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Over the past decades, wireless communications has had a profound impact
on the economy and business. Today, we can not even imagine our daily
lives without wireless communications. Since Guglielmo Marconi successfully
demonstrated the first application of radio in 1898, the world has seen tremen-
dous advances in wireless transmission, resulting in today’s ubiquitous com-
munication systems. Although an article covering tests of a two-way radio
conversation in a moving automobile, entitled “Talking by wireless as you
travel by train or motor”, appeared in the November 7, 1920, issue of the
Boston Sunday Post, it was not until the 1980s that technologies such as
pagers and wireless telephones became widely available. An interested reader
in the history of wireless is referred to [1].
As wireless technology has grown, users’ insatiable hunger for reliable
communications at a higher data rate has increased at an even faster pace. In
order to meet such a demand, wireless systems have evolved from the second
generation (2G) wireless cellular systems, which are mainly voice communi-
cations, into the third generation (3G) and future communications that will
support both voice and data traffic over a reliable and high data rate wireless
link. Overflowing internet applications and high quality media content, such as
1
videos, audios, and pictures, have expedited the advancement of technologies
for data communications over wireless.
The random and unpredictable nature of wireless channels makes it
difficult for wireless systems to accomplish both reliability and high data rate
simultaneously. Thus, some form of compensation is required to achieve the
reliability of a wireless link. Diversity combining techniques are well known as
an effective way of mitigating the adverse effects of wireless fading channels
without using expensive resources such as frequency band or/and transmit
power [2,3]. Adaptive modulation is another way of accommodating the fading
effect of wireless channels, where a different modulation constellation is used
for transmission depending on the instantaneous channel quality. Adaptive
modulation is known as a near-capacity achieving technique. The joint use of
diversity combining techniques and adaptive modulation has a great potential
for improving the performance of wireless communication systems by providing
both high reliability and high data rate simultaneously [4–6].
Wireless systems always have a certain constraint(s) subject to the given
resources. Since processing complexity is an important issue in practical sys-
tems, it is desirable for the system designer to identify trade-offs between
performance and complexity. Conventional diversity combining schemes, on
the other hand, entail an inefficient use of resources because of the fixed mode
of operation and fixed number of diversity branches that are combined regard-
less of channel state. Adaptive selection of diversity branches and a degree of
freedom given by discrete-rate adaptive modulation can provide an effective
way of using the given resources to trade off performance and complexity.
1.2 Adaptive Modulation
When channel state information is available at both the transmitter and the
receiver, the transmission scheme can be adapted according to the channel
variation. The non-adaptive system with a fixed modulation needs to set its
modulation level or transmission scheme to the worst-case channel conditions
2
γnT [dB]
n ψ BERT = 10
−2 BERT = 10
−3 BERT = 10
−4
1 4 7.33 9.64 11.35
2 8 11.84 13.32 16.07
3 16 13.90 16.63 18.23
4 32 17.83 19.79 22.29
5 64 19.73 22.86 24.30
6 128 23.85 25.91 28.24
7 256 25.43 28.94 30.23
Table 1.1: Constellation size and switching channel SNR thresholds of ψ-QAM for
several target BER values (BERT )
to meet the performance requirement, which results in an inefficient utilization
of the channel capacity. Thus, it is straightforward that adjusting the power or
the modulation level, or both, to the instantaneous channel state will provide
much higher spectral efficiency [7–10].
The basic intuition of power adaptation is to adjust the transmit power
inverse to the channel quality such that the received signal power stays the
same regardless of the channel quality. This zero-forcing type of power adapta-
tion often incurs undesirable events like dramatically increasing transmit power
when the channel is very weak. Additionally, regulatory concerns and peak-
to-average power ratio problems sometimes inhibit adaptive power allocation
from being used in practice. Interestingly, it is known that rate adaptation
is the key to achieving high link spectral efficiency, whereas variable-power
variable-rate systems provide a small spectral efficiency gain over constant-
power variable rate systems in which the latter simplifies the hardware com-
plexity significantly [11]. Throughout this dissertation, we consider adaptive
modulation with discrete rate and constant transmission power. Frequently,
adaptive coded modulation is used to further achieve a coding gain. Although
no coding scheme is considered with adaptive modulation, it can be readily
extended to adaptive coded modulation. For example, [9] shows the signal-
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to-noise ratio (SNR) thresholds for an adaptive coded modulation are well
approximated by an exponential function.
For a rate adaptation, the channel SNR (CNR) range is separated into
N + 1 fading regions, each of which is associated with a quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) signal constellation. The divided CNR regions are defined
by the CNR thresholds 0 < γ1T < · · · < γNT < ∞, where γnT is the CNR
threshold for 2n+1-QAM. Therefore, the signal whose CNR is higher than γNT
is modulated with the highest modulation level, while the signal whose CNR is
lower than γ1T has no transmission. Table 1.1 shows the adaptive modulation
table for a target bit error rate (BERT ) of 10
−2, 10−3, and 10−4 when N = 7.
1.3 Objective
The primary purpose of this dissertation is to provide a foundational research
reference for wireless system designers or researchers who require in-depth
knowledge of diversity combining schemes and adaptive modulation with an
emphasis on their applications in wireless communication systems.
This dissertation has three objectives. The first objective is to develop
novel and practical methods of incorporating diversity techniques and adaptive
modulation in various wireless systems and to analyze their theoretical perfor-
mances. The second is to identify and use the trade-off between complexity
and performance in those systems. Since complexity or power consumption is
a very critical issue in designing wireless communication systems in practice,
this fundamental trade-off needs to be determined and emphasized. In addi-
tion, system designers need to consider how to utilize this trade-off. The final
goal is to offer manageable analytical expressions that can help researchers or
system designers investigate the performance of wireless systems with diver-
sity techniques and adaptive modulation and, further, determine the optimum
choice for system design under given resource constraints.
4
1.4 Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 briefly discusses the small
scale wireless fading channel models. The statistics of the fading channel
models are provided in a table for future reference.
Chapter 3 reviews the various conventional diversity combining schemes
that are well-known in the literature. Selection combining (SC), switched
combining (SWC), maximum ratio combining (MRC), equal gain combining
(EGC), and generalized selection combining (GSC) are briefly explained. Since
the low-complexity diversity combining schemes are variants of some of the
conventional schemes, the statistics of the output SNR of the conventional
schemes are briefly discussed.
Chapter 4 is devoted to an analysis of the theoretical performance of
low-complexity diversity combining schemes. These schemes can be divided
into two categories: selection based schemes and switching based schemes.
GSC with threshold per branch (T-GSC), output thresholds MRC (OT-MRC),
minimum selection GSC (MS-GSC), and minimum estimation and combining
GSC (MEC-GSC) belong to selection based schemes, whereas switched com-
bining with post-examining selection (SECps) is a switching based scheme.
The average number of combined branches, average BER, and outage proba-
bility are performance metrics used for evaluating the schemes. Closed-form
expressions for such performance metrics of the above schemes are derived.
Further, simulation results of the above schemes, based on practical parame-
ters in a cellular environment, are also presented.
Chapter 5 introduces a multi-carrier transmission system used with a
diversity combining technique over subcarriers. The proposed system improves
the overall spectral efficiency compared to the conventional multi-carrier sys-
tem when the overall channel quality over multiple subcarriers is extremely
bad as is the case at the cell edge. The overall spectral efficiency and bit error
rate performance of the proposed system are presented as analytical expres-
sions. Simulation results in a WiMAX system environment demonstrate that
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the proposed system obtains a significant spectral efficiency gain in a low SNR
region.
Chapter 6 presents a joint switched diversity and adaptive modulation
scheme as a transmission technique for low-cost and low-power wireless appli-
cations such as wireless personal area networks (WPAN). This joint scheme
can achieve full diversity gain as well as high spectral efficiency. More im-
portantly, this scheme can adapt its mode of operation, by a simple change of
switching threshold, from the spectral efficiency maximization to the switching
overhead minimization, or vice versa, depending on the channel state or the
availability of given resources. Later in this chapter, switch-based multiuser
scheduling is performed in a multiuser environment using a similar concept in
the joint switched diversity and adaptive modulation. Fairness and feedback
issues are also discussed.






The performance of wireless communication systems is determined to a large
extent by the wireless channel. Since radio wave propagation is a function of
uncountable number of factors, i.e., the communication environment, the op-
erating frequency and bandwidth, receiver mobility, and so on, it is impossible
to generalize the wireless channel to a single model. However, considerable
amount of research have focused on the statistical modeling of the wireless
channel in lots of different environment [12–14].
2.1.1 Slow and Fast Fading
The fading channels can be categorized into slow and fast fading depending
on the coherence time of the channel, which is defined as the inverse of the
maximum Doppler frequency. The fading is said to be slow when the coherence
time is strictly larger than the symbol time duration. On the other hand, if
the symbol time duration is larger than the coherence time, the channel is
fluctuating very frequently over time, which is said to be fast fading.
The mobility of any objects in the environment including the transmit-
ter and receiver induces Doppler frequency. As the mobility increases, Doppler
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frequency also increases and, thus, the coherence time shrinks, and vice versa.
The slow fading offers some advantages to the complexity of the system. For
instance, the frequent channel estimation is not necessary. However, the sys-
tem can suffer from the reduced overall performance, since the interleaving
technique becomes useless due to the long coherence time. In the fast fading,
it is difficult to keep track of channel variation by the conventional estima-
tion methods. On the other hand, frequent fluctuation can lead the overall
performance improvement especially in multiuser environment. The recent re-
search shows that the intentional channel fluctuation can provide considerable
performance enhancement due to multiuser diversity [15].
2.1.2 Flat and Frequency Selective Fading
The flat fading occurs for narrow-band signals when the delay spread is strictly
less than the symbol time duration. In frequency-selective fading, on the other
hand, the symbol time duration is smaller than the delay spread. Under such
conditions, the received signal has multiple echoes of the transmitted waveform
that are attenuated and delayed in time, which might induce the inter-symbol
interference. For spread-spectrum systems, rake receivers can take advantage
of this frequency selectivity by capturing multiple replicas of the transmitted
signal to obtain better performance.
Throughout this dissertation, we are considering slow and flat fading
channels, since main focus is the performance evaluation of adaptive low-
complexity diversity schemes and its application to multi-carrier systems in
which each subcarrier is a narrow-band.
2.2 Statistical Fading Channel Models
Fading channel models are characterized by the following statistics:
1. cumulative distribution function (CDF)
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The CDF of a random variable γ evaluated at x, where x is an arbitrary
value, is defined as
F (x) = Pr[γ ≤ x] (2.1)
2. probability distribution function (PDF)
The PDF of γ evaluated at x is obtained by differentiating F (x) with





3. moment generating function (MGF)





The statistics of various fading channels of interest is summarized in Table 2.1.
2.2.1 Rayleigh Fading Channel
The fading signal amplitude in macro cellular environment in the absence of a
line of sight (LOS) component is frequently modelled by the Rayleigh distribu-
tion [12]. When the received signal consists of a large number of place waves,
the received complex signal r(t) = rQ(t) + jrI(t) is viewed as a wide-sense
stationary complex Gaussian random process. In the environment with lots
of scatterer, rQ(t) and rI(t) are identically and independently distributed zero
mean Gaussian random variables with variance σ2. Under these conditions,






2σ2 , x ≥ 0. (2.4)
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Table 2.1: Statistics of the symbol SNR for various fading channel models







γ , γ ≥ 0 (2.5)
where γ = E[x2] = 2σ2 denotes the average branch SNR.
2.2.2 Ricean Fading Channel
When there is a dominant signal component such as line-of-sight (LOS) path,
it is known that the small-scale fading distribution follows Ricean [16]. In this
case, rQ(t) and rI(t) are Gaussian random variables with non-zero mean mI(t)
and mQ(t). If rQ(t) and rI(t) are uncorrelated and have the same variance σ
2,











, x ≥ 0 (2.6)
where s2 = m2I(t) + m
2
Q(t), which denotes the peak power of the dominant
signal, and I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero
order.
The Rice distribution is described in terms of a parameter K that is
defined as the ratio of the dominant signal power to the scattered power, that
is K = s
2
2σ2















, x ≥ 0, (2.7)
where Ω = s2 + 2σ2. When K = 0 the channel exhibits Rayleigh fading,
whereas when K = ∞ the channel has no fading at all. This type of fading is
often observed in microcellular and mobile satellite applications.
2.2.3 Nakagami-m Fading Channel
Nakagami introduced the Nakagami-m channel in the early 1940’s to charac-
terize rapid fading in long distance high frequency (HF) channels [17]. The






Ω , m ≥ 1
2
, (2.8)
where Ω = E[x2] and m is the Nakagami fading parameter that ranges from 1
2
to ∞.
When m approaches infinity, the distribution shows no fading, when
m = 1 it becomes the Rayleigh distribution, and whenm = 1
2
it becomes a one-
sided Gaussian distribution. Since the Ricean distribution contains a Bessel
function whereas the Nakagami-m distribution does not, the Nakagami-m dis-
tribution is preferred to derive closed-form analytical expressions. Addition-
ally, the Ricean distribution is a special case of the Nakagami-m distribution,
it is said that the Nakagami-m is a more general fading channel model. The
Nakagami-m distribution is often considered as the best fit to mobile multipath
propagation [18, 19].
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Figure 2.1: Wireless channel simulation in Matlab
2.3 Channel Modeling and Simulation
For the optimum design of wireless systems, an accurate model of the radio
propagation channel is very important. The multipath components give rise
to temporal dispersion, delay spread, which causes inter-symbol interference.
Additionally, the movement of mobile terminals and scattering objects result
in fluctuation of the received signal. All these effects impair the detection
process of the received signal and increase the bit error rate. To mitigate
the interference and improve the signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR),
an appropriate modulation/coding scheme should be used. Obviously, the
optimization of the interference mitigation has to be performed by means
of Monte-Carlo-simulations based on accurate stochastic models. Thus, the
theoretical and experimental investigation of radio propagation channels as
well as the development of stochastic channel models is an important research
area for the optimum wireless communication systems design.
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Figure 2.2: Wireless channel simulation in LabView
A tremendous number of channel propagation measurements have been
reported for the last several decades. Among lots of different channel mea-
surement environments, an indoor channel is getting more attractive due to
the successful deployment of wireless local area network (WLAN). An excel-
lent tutorial of indoor wireless channel modeling is found in [20]. Among the
frequency bands for an indoor communications, the 60GHz frequency band
has lots of potential for WPAN applications. Reflecting the high interest, the
IEEE 802.15.3 task group 3c was formed in march 2005. A physical layer
alternative based on millimeter-wave frequency between 57 and 64 GHz for
the existing 802.15.3 WPAN standard is being standardized. Along the line,
an extensive channel measurement campaign was conducted in the IBM T.
J. Watson Research Center [21]. The measurement results in several different
indoor places as well as a simple channel model are presented in the paper.
For wide-band indoor channels in general, the Saleh-Valenzuela is fre-
quently used as a channel model [22]. The IEEE 802.15.3a standard group
adopted it as the channel model for ultra wideband (UWB) [23]. Thanks to the
National Instrument’s support, a wireless channel simulator for narrow-band
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channel models, such as Rayleigh and Ricean channel, as well as a wide-band
channel model, Saleh-Valenzuela, was developed and commercialized as a part
of modulation toolkit in LabView. Fig. 2.2 shows the figure captured from






Diversity combining techniques have been studied extensively over the past
several decades in various areas, such as wireless communications, radar, and
navigation systems. There are a number of methods for combining the signals
received on multiple diversity branches. Among the conventional diversity
combining schemes, MRC is known to be the optimum in the sense that it
increases the effect of the branch with high SNR while reducing the effect of
branches with small SNR [12,24,25]. EGC is similar to MRC in the sense that
all the branches are aligned in phase but the same weight is multiplied in all the
branches regardless of their SNR [26,27]. In SC, the branch yielding the highest
SNR is always used. By selecting only the strongest branch, the complexity
of receivers can be minimized while achieving the diversity gain. The SWC
scheme, however, switches to another branch only if the received signal on the
current branch falls below the pre-determined SNR threshold [28–30]. The big
advantage of switched combining is that only a single radio frequency (RF)
chain is needed. To bridge the gap between MRC and SC, GSC selects a certain
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fixed number of strong paths and combines them in the way of MRC [31]. A
comparison of some of these schemes is available in the literature [32–34] and
an excellent tutorial about diversity techniques is found in [35].
3.2 Selection Combining (SC)
Since the strategy is to choose the branch with the highest SNR, it requires
each branch to have its own dedicated receiver structure. Thus, the output
SNR is written as
γsc = max{γ1, γ2, · · · , γL}, (3.1)
where L is the number of branches. For independent distributed branches, the
CDF of the SC, or equivalently the outage probability, is given by
Fsc(x) = Pr[γ1 < x, · · · , γL < x] =
L∏
i=1
F (γi < x). (3.2)
If the branches are identically faded, then (3.2) is simply given as
Fsc(x) = [Fγ(x)]
L. (3.3)
Differentiating (3.3) gives the PDF
fsc(x) = L · [Fγ(x)]L−1fγ(x) (3.4)





The average error probability with SC is obtained by averaging the error prob-







































Figure 3.1: An example for dual-branch selection combining and switched
combining
where Pb(x) is the BER in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
3.3 Switched Combining (SWC)
While SC requires an estimation of all L branches and a comparison between
them simultaneously, a switched combiner scans each of the branches sequen-
tially until in finds a branch whose SNR exceeding a specified threshold. As
long as the received signal remains above the threshold, the combiner uses the
selected branch until the SNR drops below the threshold. If this happens, the
combiner begins to find another branch. If all signals are below the threshold,
the combiner can either switch to a random branch or choose the branch with
the maximum SNR.
Let γ1 and γ2 be the SNRs associated with the two diversity branches.
Assume that branch 1 is currently in use. Then, the CDF of the output SNR
17















































Table 3.1: Statistics of the combined SNR for the MRC(L) over various fading
channel models
for SWC is written by




Pr[(γ1 < γT )
⋂
(γ2 < x)], x < γT ,




γ2 ≤ x)], x ≥ γT ,
(3.7)
The region x < γT corresponds to the case where a switch from γ1 to γ2 occur
but the received SNR x is still below γT . On the other hand, the region x ≥ γT
corresponds to the case when either γ1 is above γT or γ1 is below γT so that
a switch to γ2 happens and the received SNR x becomes above γT . Fig. 3.1
illustrates the operation of SC and SWC in a dual-branch system.
3.4 Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
In the SC and SWC shown above, the output of the combiner is equal to the
one of the branches. In MRC, however, the output is a weighted sum of all






where γi is the instantaneous SNR of ith branch. The output SNR increases
linearly with the number of diversity branches L.
The CDF and the PDF of the combined output SNR for the MRC over
various fading channels are tabularized in Table 3.1. Not only independent
channel environment [37], but correlated channels is also considered in the
literature [38]. We denote the MRC with L diversity branches as MRC(L)
which will be used for the performance comparisons later on.
3.5 Equal Gain Combining (EGC)
Although MRC provides the optimal performance, it is often difficult to mea-
sure the magnitude of each branch SNR. EGC is similar to MRC because all the
branches are co-phased, but is a simpler scheme in the sense that branches are
not weighted regardless of their magnitude. This scheme is useful in practice
for equal-power modulation techniques such as M-phase shift keying (PSK).









where ri is the received signal from ith branch and N0 is the noise power.
Unfortunately, the CDF and PDF for EGC are very difficult to derive. For
EGC with L = 2 over i.i.d. Rayleigh channels, the CDF is given in a closed-
form as
















It is known that a closed-form for the CDF does not exist when L > 2 [12].
3.6 Generalized Selection Combining (GSC)
The GSC scheme has received considerable attention in the literature for the
past several years. This is due to the fact that a good compromise between
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performance and complexity is achieved in GSC. It is also known as hybrid
selection/maximal-ratio combining scheme (HS/MRC). In the GSC scheme,
the Lc strongest branches out of L available branches are coherently combined,





where γ(i) is the instantaneous SNR of ith strongest branch, that is γ(1) ≥
γ(2) · · · ≥ γ(L) [39].
The GSC scheme is analyzed in various different channel environments.
[40–42] shows the performance of GSC over i.i.d. Rayleigh channels. Non-i.i.d.
Rayleigh channel is considered in [43, 44]. The analysis is extended to i.i.d.
Nakagami-m [45–48] and correlated Nakagami-m channels [49]. [50] introduces
a different technique, so called the virtual branch, to analyze the performance.
The summary of detailed analysis of the GSC scheme over various fading






Although MRC provides the best performance, it needs multiple receive chains
from RF to baseband and also requires a channel estimation from each diversity
branch, which results in high hardware and processing complexity and power
consumption. The GSC scheme provides a considerable performance gain over
SC, but it still needs to estimate all the branches in order to select a subset of
branches according to their signal strength.
Most communication systems require a certain level of quality of service
(QoS) depending on the application. In general, QoS is defined by both signal
quality and delay requirement, which involve some notion of medium access
layer (MAC) functionality. In this dissertation, however, we consider the QoS
at every instant time such that a certain level of signal quality guarantees the
given QoS.
In a fading channel environment, the received signal SNR fluctuates
over a wide range. Even with diversity combining techniques, the combined
SNR sometimes far exceeds the SNR required for satisfactory communications,
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which results in the overuse of diversity combining branches. Therefore, it can
be seen that the complexity of the combining scheme can be reduced if the
number of branches is adaptively decided based on the knowledge of the SNR
required for the QoS.
In line with this, absolute threshold GSC (AT-GSC) and normalized
threshold GSC (NT-GSC) are presented in [51]. In those schemes, a uniform
threshold is tested against each of branch SNRs independently on a per branch
basis. On the other hand, minimum-selection GSC (MS-GSC), proposed by
Kim et. al., uses a threshold to be tested against the combined SNR [52].
Recently, in [53] and [54], a thorough analysis of MS-GSC schemes has been
presented over independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading
channels. [55] analyzed the error performance of MS-GSC over non-independent
and identically distributed (non-i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels. Yang and
Alouini proposed output-threshold MRC (OT-MRC) and showed its perfor-
mance over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels [56]. In [57] the detailed analysis of
OT-MRC over more generalized fading channel models is provided by consider-
ing i.i.d. Nakagami-m with integer m and non-i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels.
As a variant of switched combining, switched combining with post-examining
selection (SECps) is proposed in [58]. Recently, minimum estimation and
combining GSC (MEC-GSC) has been proposed in [59].
4.2 Diversity Rich Environment
The current and imminent wireless communication systems are operating in
diversity rich environments. A straightforward example is the WLAN system,
such as 802.11a/b/g, which targets mainly an indoor environment and is al-
ready being successfully deployed. Since a plethora of multipath exist in such
an environment, it is impractical to combine all these paths even though it is
optimal from the performance perspective.
The conventional diversity combining schemes are typically effectively
operating in worst channel conditions [59]. In an excellent channel condition,
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however, combining all the branches in an MRC fashion can lead to an exces-
sive combined signal. Therefore, it is efficient to select a variable number of
branches adaptively depending on channel variations under the condition that
the combined signal SNR satisfies the performance requirement.
Thus, in diversity-rich environments, such as an indoor communication
scenario, the trade-off relationship between performance and complexity be-
comes a crucial decision factor in designing communication systems.
4.3 GSC with Threshold per Branch (T-GSC)
In [60], a receiver diversity combining scheme is proposed, which allows the
number of combined branches to be a variable whose value is determined by
the strength of the branch SNRs. Along this line, [51] proposed two condi-
tional combining schemes, AT-GSC and NT-GSC, where each branch is tested
against a pre-determined threshold and is selected only if the branch SNR ex-
ceeds the threshold. The two schemes differ from each other in the way that
the threshold is determined.
4.3.1 Combining Strategy
Consider a diversity combiner with L available branches. Let γl, for l =
1, · · · , L, denotes the instantaneous SNR of the lth branch. In AT-GSC, define
γT as a fixed branch threshold. If γl exceeds γT , then the branch is selected










γl, γl ≥ γT
0, γl < γT .
(4.2)
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In NT-GSC, on the other hand, γT is defined as γT = ηTγmax where 0 ≤ ηT ≤ 1
and γmax = max[γ1, · · · , γL]. All the branches whose SNR is equal to or greater





where γ(i) represents the instantaneous SNR of ith strongest branch.
4.3.2 Statistics of the Combined SNR



















where fγl(x) and Fγl(x) are the PDF and CDF of γl evaluated at x. Substi-














Since NT-GSC can be viewed as a conventional GSC whose number of com-
bined branches is a random variable , the moment generating function (MGF)




Pr[Lc = l]MGSCγ (s, Lc = l) (4.6)
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where MGSCγ (s, Lc = l) is the MGF of the conventional GSC when Lc = l
branches are selected, which is given by
























































which has been known to have no closed-form. However, using the integral






















where I1[k, a, b] is defined in (B.10). To the author’s best knowledge, (4.8) is
a novel closed-form for the average BER of AT-GSC.
NT-GSC
The average BER of NT-GSC is evaluated as a weighted sum of the average
BER of the conventional GSC for every possible number of branches combined
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Pr[Lc = i]PGSCb [E,Lc = i] (4.9)
where PGSCb [E,Lc = i] denotes the average BER for GSC with Lc = i
branches combined, which is known for i.i.d and non-i.i.d. Rayleigh [41], i.i.d.
Nakagami-m [47, 61], and non-i.i.d. Nakagami-m [48].
Outage Probability
Let γmin denote the outage threshold against which the combined SNR is
compared.
AT-GSC
Based on the PDF of the combined SNR given in [41, eq. (32)], the outage
































Pr[Lc = l]PGSCout (Lc = l) (4.11)
where PGSCout (Lc = l) is the outage probability for GSC and is known for
i.i.d. Rayleigh [41, eq. (42)], non-i.i.d. Rayleigh [62], and i.i.d. Nakagami-m
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channels [47].
4.4 Output-Threshold MRC (OT-MRC)
The OT-MRC starts with an arbitrary single branch for the signal detection
and increase the number of branches for the combining only if the combined sig-
nal SNR is below a certain pre-determined threshold. Since the OT-MRC aims
at reducing the complexity by combining the minimum number of branches
while satisfying the pre-determined threshold over fading channel, the number
of combining branches becomes a random variable which depends highly on
the average SNR per branch.
The OT-MRC scheme over i.i.d. fading channel is somewhat easily
understandable and its performance might be expected since the average SNR
at each diversity path is the same over all available branches. However, the
results should be different for the case of non-i.i.d. fading channels. Since the
average SNR for each branch is not the same, the performance will be more
sensitive to the SNR of each branch. We can think of two different extreme
examples to see the effect of non-i.i.d. fading channels on the complexity of
the OT-MRC. At first, if it starts with the branch of the strongest SNR, the
average combined SNR over non-i.i.d fading channel can be larger than the
case over i.i.d. fading channel. Thus, a smaller number of branches will be used
for combining when a certain output threshold is given. On the other hand,
an excessive number of branches could be used for combining when it happens
to start with a branch of the lowest SNR. To investigate the sensitivity of the
combined SNR, the analysis of OT-MRC over non-i.i.d. fading channel is even
more important.
4.4.1 Combining Strategy
As defined previously, let γl denotes the instantaneous SNR of the lth branch.
We denote the OT-MRC with L available branches as OT-MRC(L; γT ) where
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γT is the pre-determined output threshold, which may be set for the satisfac-
tory communications.
The OT-MRC(L; γT ) starts with comparing the instantaneous SNR of
the first branch1, γ1, against γT . If γ1 ≥ γT , then it stops, and only the first
branch is used for the signal detection. In this case the combined output SNR,
Γ, is equal to γ1. If γ1 < γT , then it compares the combined output SNR of
the first and second branches against γT . If γ1 + γ2 ≥ γT , then the first and
second branch are combined, and the combined output SNR is Γ = γ1 + γ2.
Otherwise, it keeps combining other branches until Γ becomes greater than
γT . Whenever Γ surpasses γT , it stops checking the rest of the branches and
employs MRC with the selected branches.
4.4.2 Statistics of the Combined SNR
In OT-MRC(L; γT ), the number of branches to be used for the combining,
denoted by Lc, is a random variable (RV) depending on the channel statistics
as well as γT . Since the probability of the combined SNR being less or greater
than a certain value is a function of two random variables, instantaneous SNR
of each branch and Lc, the joint CDF, F (γ, Lc), and PDF, f(γ, Lc), of Γ and
Lc are derived, respectively, as follows. Based on the combining strategy of
OT-MRC, we can write the joint CDF as [56, eq. (2)]








γk < γT & γT ≤
Lc∑
k=1




γk < γ], γT > γ, Lc = L.
(4.12)
1There is no order in numbering the branch. We here mean that the ordering is arbitrary
regardless of the signal strength.
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It is easy to see from (4.12) that the probability of γT ≤ γ and 1 ≤ Lc < 2
is the same as that of the receiver with no diversity, and the probability for
γT > γ and Lc = L follows that of the conventional MRC with L branches.
The probability of γT ≤ γ and 2 ≤ Lc ≤ L can be easily written as the
following integration form.










fγ1,··· ,γLc (γ1, · · · , γLc)dγLc · · · dγ1.
(4.13)
where γT ≤ γ. Note that due to the assumption of independent fading chan-
nels, the joint PDF of {γl}Lcl=1 can be simply written as




where fγl(γl) corresponds to the PDF of the SNR for the lth branch. If the
channel statistics is known and the PDF of the combined SNR over the channel
can be derived, then we can simplify (4.12) using (4.13) and (4.14) as












f1(η)dηdτ, γT ≤ γ, 2 ≤ Lc ≤ L,
∫ γ
0
fL(τ)dτ, γT > γ, Lc = L,
(4.15)
where flc(γ) is the PDF of the combined SNR for the MRC receiver with lc
diversity branches. By differentiating (4.15) with respect to γ2, we have the
2In fact, the joint PDF of Γ and Lc can be obtained by differentiating the CDF with
respect to both γ and Lc. However, since Lc takes the discrete value, the resulting joint
PDF is simply the one differentiated with respect to γ with a delta function, δ(Lc). Without
loss of generality we here remove the delta function.
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f1(γ), γT ≤ γ, Lc = 1,∫ γT
0
fLc−1(τ)f1(γ − τ)dτ, γT ≤ γ, Lc = 2, · · · , L,
fL(γ), γT > γ, Lc = L,
(4.16)
which agrees with [56, eq. (5)].
The MGF is very useful in that the average error performance can be
easily evaluated based on it [2]. We can write the MGF of the combined output


















4.4.3 i.i.d. Channel Case
Statistics
Substituting the PDF of the instantaneous SNR at each branch as well as the
PDF of the combined output SNR of the MRC with L− 1 diversity branches,
all of which are shown in Chapter 2, into (4.16), the joint PDF of Γ and Lc
for OT-MRC over various fading channels can be derived. For Nakagami-m
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, γT > γ, Lc = L,
(4.18)
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where I(x, p, q) is the regularized beta function [63, eq. (8.392)]. As a special
case, the joint PDF for Rayleigh fading channels can be derived with the fading
parameter m = 1.
Substituting (4.18) into (4.17) and using the series representation of the
incomplete beta function, we obtain the closed-form of MGF for Nakagami-m









































Average Number of Combined Branches
While the conventional MRC has the fixed complexity due to the fixed number
of combined branches, the number of combining branches for OT-MRC is a
RV. Thus, its statistical average is meaningful to look into the complexity of

















fLc(γ)dγ, Lc = 2, · · · , L− 1.
(4.21)











n (x) is the complementary CDF of n-branch MRC evaluated at x.
Substituting the complementary CDF of combined SNR into (4.53) gives the










where Γ(α, x) is the incomplete gamma function [63, eq. (8.350)]. As special
cases, we can show that Lc = 1 when γT → 0 and Lc = L when γT → ∞,
which are also understood by the mode of operation.
Outage Probability
The outage probability, Pout, is defined as the probability that the combined





































, γmin ≥ γT .
(4.25)
As shown in (4.25), the outage probability follows that of the conventional
MRC when the normalized outage threshold γmin/γ is less than γT . On the
other hand, the outage performance degrades dramatically when γmin/γ be-
comes bigger than γT , which can be understood by the mode of operation.
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Average Error Rate
Using the MGF-based approach [64, eq. (20)] with the alternative Q function
in [65], we can easily calculate the average symbol/bit error rate (SER/BER)
over fading channels for various modulations. For example the average BER













Substituting (4.19) into (4.98) and after some manipulation, we can derive the
































































4.4.4 Non-i.i.d. Channel Case
Statistics
Using the PDF of the MRC combined output SNR shown in Chapter 3 and
substituting them with the PDF of a single channel into (4.16), we obtain the
33


































γj , γT > γ, Lc = L, .
(4.29)
For i.i.d. Rayleigh fading case, that is, γ1 = γ2 = · · · = γL = γ, (4.29) has a
0/0 form, which is indeterminate. Taking the limit and applying L’Hospital’s

















γ , γT > γ, Lc = L,
(4.30)
which reduces to (4.18) evaluated at m = 1.
Substituting (4.29) into (4.17) gives the MGF of output SNR over non-










































Suppose the average SNR of lth branch follows an exponential multipath power
delay profile (PDP) characterized by γl = γ1exp(−β(l−1)), where β is a decay
factor, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, and l = 1, · · · , L. Since OT-MRC does not order diver-
sity branches, the average performance depends on the average SNR of each
34
selected branch. Thus, average performance given a set of selected branches
needs to be again averaged over all the possible selections to calculate overall
average performance. Let Si denote the ith selection, where 1 ≤ i ≤ L!. For
instance, S1 = {γ1, γ2, · · · , γL} and SL! = {γL, γL−1, · · · , γ1}. The average





where A(Si) is a performance
metric for Si.
Average Number of Combined Branches
Substituting the complementary CDF of combined SNR for MRC over non-
i.i.d. Rayleigh channels tabularized in Chapter 3 into (4.53), we can obtain

















With the use of L’Hospital’s rule, we can easily see that, for i.i.d. case, (4.32)
is equal to (4.23) evaluated m = 1, which is also given in [56, eq. (13)].
By averaging over all the possible branch selections, the average number




















(L− Lc + 1)Lc(γj1 − γjk+1) (4.33)
Outage probability
The outage probability over non-i.i.d. Rayleigh channels can be obtained by












































(L− Lc + 1)Lc(γj1 − γjk+1)
, γmin ≥ γT
(4.34)
Average Error Rate
With substitution (4.31) into (4.98) and averaging over all possible selections,








































Lc−2 I2[1, γj , γTγj , γLc ]
(L− Lc + 1)Lc(γj1 − γjk+1)
,
(4.35)
where I1[k, a, b] and I2[k, a, b, c] are defined in (B.10) and (B.14), respectively.
4.5 Minimum Selection GSC (MS-GSC)
The two conditional GSC with individual threshold schemes, AT-GSC and
NT-GSC, outperforms the GSC systems in the sense that branches with low
SNR are circumvented and branches with high SNR are selected to be com-
bined. However, they are not optimized in terms of power consumption since
there are cases that the number of selected branches is overused. To cope
with this drawback the minimum selection GSC (MS-GSC) scheme was pro-
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posed in [52], where the target SNR to meet a certain QoS expressed in BER
is predetermined, and the number of selected branches changes adaptively to
meet this target SNR so that the number of selection for the combining is
minimized. With the knowledge of the target SNR for the desired QoS, the
MS-GSC scheme minimizes the complexity while satisfying the desired per-
formance by switching the combined SNR surplus into the reduction of the
number of branches for the combining. By minimizing the number of selected
branches under the constraint on the target SNR the power consumption can
be minimized accordingly. Numerical results show that the MS-GSC scheme
can take advantage of selecting the minimum number of diversity branches
over a wide range of the average SNR per branch.
In [54] and [53], the analysis of MS-GSC scheme was presented over i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading channels by providing the MGF of the combined SNR and the
distribution function of the number of selected branches in closed-forms. [55]
extended the analysis by considering non-i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. In
this Chapter we introduce a different approach to pursue the detailed analysis
of MS-GSC over i.i.d. and non-i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. The approach
herein is more general compared to [53] and [55], since the analytical expres-
sions can also be applied to the analysis for correlated channel models.
4.5.1 Combining Strategy
As defined previously, let γl denotes the instantaneous SNR of the lth branch.
We denote the MS-GSC with L available branches as MS-GSC(L; γT ) where γT
is the pre-determined output threshold, which may be set for the satisfactory
communications. Let γ(1) ≥ γ(2) ≥ · · · ≥ γ(L) ≥ 0 be the ordered statistics
obtained by sorting out {γk}Lk=1 in descending order of magnitude.
Let Γ denote the coherently combined SNR of Lc strongest branches,
i.e., γ =
∑Lc
i=1 γ(i), when Lc branches are selected by the combiner. The
operation of MS-GSC combiner is as follows. First, {γ(k)}Lk=1 are sorted out
in descending order of magnitude. At the second stage, the largest SNR γ(1)
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is first compared with γT . If γ(1) ≥ γT , then Lc = 1 and only the branch
with the largest SNR is used for the combining (Γ = γ(1)), which is exactly
the same as SC with L branches. However, if γ(1) < γT , then the combiner
increase Lc by 1 (Lc = 2) and check if γ(1) + γ(2) ≥ γT . If so, it stops with
Γ = γ(1) + γ(2), otherwise increase Lc by 1 again (Lc = 3). This procedure
goes on until either Lc on the condition
∑Lc
i=1 γ(i) ≥ γT >
∑Lc−1
i=1 γ(i) is found
or
∑L
i=1 γ(i) < γT is met. If
∑L
i=1 γ(i) < γT , signals from all available branches
should be combined in a fashion of MRC to get the performance as close to
γT as possible, which is exactly the same as the case of conventional MRC
with L branches. When
∑k
i=1 γ(i) ≥ γT >
∑k−1
i=1 γ(i), the minimum number of
branches for the combining on the condition that the combined SNR is larger
than γT is Lc.
4.5.2 Statistics of the Combined SNR
In MS-GSC(L; γT ), the number of branches to be used for the combining,
denoted by Lc, is a random variable (RV) depending on the channel statistics
as well as γT . We now want to find the statistics for MS-GSC(L; γT ). Since the
probability of the combined SNR being less or greater than a certain value is a
function of two random variables, instantaneous SNR of each branch and the
number of selected branches, the joint CDF of Γ and Lc, denoted by F (γ, Lc),
is derived as follows.








γ(k) < γT & γT ≤
Lc∑
k=1




γ(k) < γ], γT > γ, Lc = L.
(4.36)
As described in the mode of operation, the probability for γT ≤ γ and 1 ≤
Lc < 2 is the same as that of SC, and the probability for γT > γ and Lc = L




γT & γT ≤
∑Lc
k=1 γ(k) < γ], denoted by F
∗(γ, Lc), can be rewritten as the
following expression.
F ∗(γ, Lc) = P [
Lc∑
k=1
γ(k) ≤ γ] − P [
Lc∑
k=1




































which can be represented with an integration form using fγ(1),··· ,γ(Lc)(γ(1), · · · , γ(Lc)),
the joint PDF of the {γ(k)}Lck=1. By differentiating the joint CDF with respect





fSC(γ), γT ≤ γ <∞, Lc = 1,
f ∗(γ, Lc), γT ≤ γ < LcLc−1γT , Lc = 2, · · · , L,
fMRC(γ), 0 ≤ γ < γT , Lc = L,
(4.38)
where fSC(γ) and fMRC(γ) are the PDF of SC and MRC with L branches,
respectively. f ∗(γ, Lc) is derived, by differentiating the joint CDF with respect
3In fact, the joint PDF of Γ and Lc can be obtained by differentiating the joint CDF
with respect to both γ and Lc. However, since Lc takes the discrete value, the resulting
joint PDF is simply the one differentiated with respect to γ with a delta function, δ(Lc).
Without loss of generality we herein remove the delta function.
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to γ and applying the Leibnitz rule [67, p. 121], as



























































fγ(1),··· ,γ(Lc)(γ(1), · · · , γ(Lc−1), γΣLc−11 )dγ(1) · · · dγ(Lc−1),
(4.40)






































(4.38) is a general expression that can be used with any joint PDF of ordered
branch SNRs fγ(1),··· ,γ(L)(γ(1), · · · , γ(L)). Notice that f ∗(γ, Lc) is only defined
in the region of γT ≤ γ < LcLc−1γT for Lc = 2, · · · , L and is zero otherwise.
4.5.3 i.i.d. Channel Case
Joint PDF
When {γk}Lk=1 are i.i.d., the joint PDF of the {γ(k)}Lck=1 is expressed as [67, p.
246]










where fγ(γ) and Fγ(γ) correspond to the PDF and the CDF of the instanta-
neous SNR at each branch, respectively. For i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel,
the joint PDF of the {γ(k)}Lck=1 is given as




















where γ̄k is the average SNR at the kth branch, i.e., γ̄k = E[γk]. Substituting
(4.43) into (4.39) and after some mathematical manipulations, the joint PDF
of MS-GSC over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel for γT ≤ γ < LcγTLc−1 and Lc =
2, · · · , L, is given as










































It is not surprising that (4.44) has a similar form with the PDF for the conven-
tional GSC given in [41, eq. (16)], since MS-GSC is a variant of GSC. Notice
that (4.44) reduces to the PDF of the combined SNR at the SC output given
in [41, eq. (17)] when γT goes down to zero, since the combiner will only take















(1+n), 0 ≤ γ ≤ ∞. (4.45)
On the other hand, (4.44) becomes the PDF of the combined SNR at the
MRC output given in [41, eq. (18)] when γT approaches infinity, because the







(L− 1)!γL , 0 ≤ γ ≤ ∞. (4.46)
Substituting (4.44) into (4.38) and using the well-known PDF of SC and MRC,
the joint PDF of the combined SNR and the number of selected branches for
















(1+n), γT ≤ γ <∞, Lc = 1,





(L− 1)!γL , 0 ≤ γ < γT , Lc = L.
(4.47)
where f ∗(γ, Lc) is defined in (4.44). For a better understanding, the joint
PDFs for L = 10 and γT = 6.8, 10, and 11.7 dB are illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a),

















































Figure 4.1: Probability density function of MS-GSC (a) f(γ, Lc) for L=10,






























(l − 1)!(γs− 1)lγ[l,
γT (1 − γs)






























−s)γ[l − 1, (n+ 1 − γs)γT



















Substituting (4.47) into (4.48), the MGF is derived as (4.49) on top of the















Average Number of Combined Branches
As mentioned previously, the minimum number of the strongest branches is
taken while satisfying the target SNR, γT , the number of selected branches be-
comes a random variable that varies from 1 to L depending on channel statis-
tics. Thus, it is important to find the average number of combined branches
44
to look into the complexity of MS-GSC. The average number of branches can

















f(Lc)(γ)dγ, Lc = 2, · · · , L− 1,
(4.52)
we can rewrite (4.51) as




where F(n)(x) and f(n)(x) are the CDF and PDF of GSC, which are available
















Substituting (4.47) into (4.54), the average number of selected branches is
shown in (4.55) on top of next page.
Average error rate



























































































)γT γ[Lc − 1,























f ∗(γ, Lc)dγdθ (4.57)
which is derived as (4.58) on top of next page using (4.44), where J1[k, a, b] is
in (B.7) and I2[k, a, b, c] is defined in (B.14).
Outage probability
Let γmin denote the outage threshold against which the combined SNR is
compared. The outage probability Pout is defined as the probability that the
combined SNR falls below a given outage threshold γmin, which is given as







































































































































), γmin < γT ,
(4.60)
where f ∗(γ, Lc) is defined in (4.44) and n is chosen to satisfy AnγT ≤ γmin <





1, n = 0
1 + 1
L−n
, n = 1, · · · , L− 1
∞, n = L
.
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4.5.4 Non-i.i.d. Channel Case
Joint PDF
When the {γk}Lk=1 are independent and non-identically distributed (non-i.i.d),
the joint PDF of the {γ(k)}Lck=1 is expressed as


















where fγk(γ) and Fγk(γ) correspond to the PDF and the CDF of the instan-
taneous SNR for the kth branch, respectively. For non-i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channel, (4.61) is given by [41, eq. (45)]



























Using the PDF of SC and MRC over non-i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel shown
in [43, eq. (4)] and [57, eq. (25)], respectively, and substituting (4.62) into


















γj ), γT ≤ γ <∞, Lc = 1,











γi , 0 ≤ γ < γT , Lc = L,
(4.63)
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where f ∗(γ, Lc) is given as
f ∗(γ, Lc) = C(L,Lc)
{





























































1, lm = m+ 1
−1, lm = lm−1
.
(4.65)
TLi1,··· ,iLc are a set obtained by expanding the logarithm of the absolute value






γj ), and sign(τ) is the corre-
sponding sign of each term in the expansion [41].
MGF
Substituting (4.63) into (4.48), the MGF is given in (4.66) on top of next page,
where



























































Average number of branches
Substituting (4.63) into (4.54), we can show that the average number of



































































































































































































γj , γmin < γT ,
(4.70)
where f ∗(γ, Lc) is defined in (4.64) and n is chosen to satisfy AnγT ≤ γmin <
An+1γT for the given γmin.
4.6 Switched Combining with Post-Examining
Selection (SECps)
In [68], switch and examine combining (SEC) is proposed, in which switched
diversity schemes are generalized into multibranch scenarios. Recently, SECps
51
is proposed in [58]. Performance improvement is achieved with SECps in
that the branch with the best SNR is selected when all available branches are
unacceptable, whereas SEC chooses a random branch.
4.6.1 Combining Strategy
The SEC first compares SNR of the current branch, denote by γ1, against
the threshold. If γ1 ≥ γT , then the receiver continues to use the current
branch. However, if γ1 < γT , γ2 needs to be estimated and compared against
γT . If γ2 ≥ γT , the receiver switches to the second branch for reception.
Otherwise, the third branch is examined. This process is continued until either
an acceptable branch is found or all available branches are examined but no
acceptable branch is found. Unlike SEC, where a branch is randomly chosen
for data reception when no acceptable branch is found, SECps selects the
branch with the highest SNR among all unacceptable branches.
4.6.2 Statistics of the Combined SNR
Joint CDF and PDF









Pr[max{γ1, · · · , γi−1} < γT , γT ≤ γi < x],
x ≥ γT
Pr[max{γ1, · · · , γL} < x], x < γT
(4.71)
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where Fγ(x) and fγ(x) are the CDF and PDF of a single branch evaluated at









i{1 − Fγ(x)}, x ≥ γT
[Fγ(x)]
L, x < γT
(4.72)








ifγ(x), x ≥ γT
L[Fγ(x)]
L−1fγ(x), x < γT
(4.73)
MGF




















Number of Branch Estimation
SEC or SECps provides complexity reduction compared to SC that can be
quantified by the number of branch estimation. Using the probability that i
branches are estimated multiplied by i and taking summation of them, the
number of branch estimation is given by





1 − [Fγ(γT )]L
1 − Fγ(γT )
(4.75)
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For i.i.d. Rayleigh channels, (4.75) can be written as
N e = e
γT




Using (4.72), the outage probability of SECps with the outage threshold γmin












γ )i}U(γmin−γT ) (4.77)
where U(·) is the unitstep function.
Average Error Rate
Based on the MGF in (4.74), the average BER for SECps with BPSK over




































where I1(a, b) is given in (B.10).
4.7 Minimum Estimation and Combining GSC
(MEC-GSC)
Although MS-GSC provides the best performance out of low-complexity schemes
introduced in Chapter 4, it necessitates the channel estimation and monitor-
ing of the instantaneous SNR of all available branches so as to select a subset
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based on the magnitude. In an attempt at simplifying the channel estimation
complexity of the system, an alternative combing scheme called MEC-GSC is
recently proposed in [59].
4.7.1 Combining Strategy
As defined previously, let γT be the target SNR threshold that may be set
for a satisfactory communications. MEC-GSC starts from the first channel
and estimating sequentially through the L available branches until it finds a
branch whose SNR exceeds the threshold γT . As soon as a branch is found,
it stops estimating the rest of the branches. In this first stage, the operation
is the same as that of SEC or SECps, which is described in Chapter 4.6. If
no acceptable branch is found, then the second stage starts where the receiver
attempts to apply the MS-GSC scheme since all available branches have been
estimated during the first stage.
4.7.2 Statistics of the Combined SNR
Joint PDF






1 − [Fγ(γT )]L
1 − Fγ(γT )
fγ(γ), γT ≤ γ ≤ ∞, Lc = 1,
f ∗(γ, Lc), γT ≤ γ < LcLc−1γT , Lc = 2, · · · , L,
fMRC(γ), 0 ≤ γ < γT , Lc = L,
(4.79)
where f ∗(γ, Lc) for i.i.d. Rayleigh channels is provided in (4.44).
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MGF
The MGF of MEC-GSC can be derived as
M(s) = 1 − [Fγ(γT )]
L















Substituting (4.79) into (4.80) and some mathematical manipulation, the MGF
for i.i.d. Rayleigh channels can be derived in a closed-form.
4.7.3 Performance Analysis
Number of Branch Estimations
Since the MEC-GSC scheme has the same strategy as that of SECps until all
the branches are estimated, the number of branch estimation is the same as
that of SECps, that is
N e =
1 − [Fγ(γT )]L
1 − Fγ(γT )
. (4.81)
Number of Combined Branches
Once all the branches are estimated, the MEC-GSC operates the same as MS-
GSC. Thus, the number of combined branches is the same as that of MS-GSC,
which is given by




where F(i)(x) is the CDF of GSC when i branches are selected, which is avail-
able in closed-form in [41].
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Outage Probability





F(L)(γT ), 0 ≤ γ < γT
1 − [Fγ(γT )]L
1 − Fγ(γT )
{Fγ(γ) − Fγ(γT )} +
{ L∑
l=2
F ∗(γ; l) + F(L)(γT )
}
, γ ≥ γT
(4.83)
where F ∗(γ; l) = Pr[
∑l−1
j=1 γ(j) < γT , γT ≤
∑l
j=1 < γ] is provided in a general
form in (4.37) and in a closed-form for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels in [69].
Average Error Rate
Using the MGF approach, the average BER of MEC-GSC for BPSK over i.i.d.
Rayleigh channels is given by






















where P ∗b is derived in (4.57).
4.8 Performance Comparison
In this Section, the low-complexity schemes listed above are compared in terms
of BER performance, the number of combined branches, and the number of
branch estimation.
Using the closed-form expressions introduced in the previous Sections,
Fig. 4.2 shows the BER performance of the low-complexity diversity schemes
described above when ten diversity branches are available and the target
threshold is set to 6dB in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel environment. For
comparison, the BER curves for no diversity case and MRC are also plotted.
Among the low-diversity combining schemes, it is easy to see that MS-GSC
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Figure 4.2: Bit error rate performance of the low-complexity diversity com-
bining schemes when L=10 and γT=6dB
performs the best since it operates as MRC for low SNR region but gradually
moves to SC as the average branch SNR increases. Interestingly, OT-MRC
shows almost the same BER performance as that of MEC-GSC.
The MS-GSC also outperforms the OT-MRC scheme in terms of av-
erage number of combined branches as shown in Fig. 4.3. The performance
superiority of MS-GSC comes from the fact that it requires channel estima-
tion from all available branches in order to select the strong branches, which
is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. On the other hand, the MEC-GSC scheme requires
the same number of combined branches as that of MS-GSC, but it needs less
number of channel estimation as depicted in Fig. 4.4. Since OT-MRC does
not need to order branches in terms of the magnitude, the channel estimation
of a branch is necessary only when the branch is combined. Thus, the num-
ber of branch estimation is the same as the number of combined branches,
which can be seen from the figures. Compared to MS-GSC and MEC-GSC,
the OT-MRC scheme is located in the middle.
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Figure 4.3: Average number of combined branches of the low-complexity di-
versity combining schemes when L=10 and γT=6dB








































Figure 4.4: Average number of branch estimations of the low-complexity di-
versity combining schemes when L=10 and γT=6dB
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Figure 4.5: Bit error rate performance of the low-complexity diversity com-
bining schemes when L=10 and γT=10dB








































Figure 4.6: Average number of combined branches of the low-complexity di-
versity combining schemes when L=10 and γT=10dB
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Figure 4.7: Average number of branch estimations of the low-complexity di-
versity combining schemes when L=10 and γT=10dB




























Figure 4.8: Bit error rate performance versus normalized SNR threshold (γT
γ
)
of the low-complexity diversity combining schemes when L=10
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Figure 4.9: Average number of combined branches versus normalized SNR
threshold (γT
γ
) of the low-complexity diversity combining schemes when L=10








































Figure 4.10: Average number of branch estimations versus normalized SNR
threshold (γT
γ
) of the low-complexity diversity combining schemes when L=10
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Fig. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 shows the BER, number of combined branches, and num-
ber of branch estimations when γT=10dB. Compared to the case of γT=6dB,
the BER performance follows that of MRC over wider region of average SNR
per branch and more branches are combined to satisfy the higher performance
requirement. Thus, we can find out that the target threshold should be well
determined based on the QoS requirement.
4.9 Effect of Channel Fading Correlation
Independent fading is a common assumption in studying the performance of
diversity schemes. However, independent fading is not always realized in prac-
tice [70]. Especially for small-size mobile terminals equipped with multiple
antennas, they may have insufficient antenna spacing to obtain independent
fading in each branch. Additionally, they might not have enough space to place
more than two antennas due to the size requirements. Under these restrictions
and limitations, investigating the performance of dual branch diversity schemes
in a correlated fading channel environment has some practical meanings. Thus,
we consider the dual branch OT-MRC and MEC-GSC schemes, which may be
better applicable to the mobile terminal thanks to their low complexity4, over
correlated Nakagami-m fading channels and compare their performance to see
the effect of the correlation.
4.9.1 Statistics of OT-MRC and MEC-GSC
OT-MRC
Let γ1 and γ2 denotes the instantaneous SNR of the first and second branch,
respectively. When γ1 and γ2 are jointly correlated Nakagami-m random vari-
4The low complexity may be interpreted as the low power consumption
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where σ1 = γ1/m, σ2 = γ2/m, γl is the average SNR of the lth branch (l=1,2),
m is the Nakagami fading parameter (m ≥ 0.5), ρ is the correlation coefficient
between γ1 and γ2, Γ(·) is the gamma function, and Iv(·) is the modified Bessel
function of the first kind of order v.
Substituting (4.85) into (4.16) for Lc = 2 and using the PDF of Nakagami-
m fading channel model [17, eq. (3)] and the PDF of MRC output over two
correlated Nakagami-m branches given in [17, eq. (142)], we can write the












, γT ≤ γ <∞, Lc = 1,

























Using the series expansion of the Bessel function [63, eq. (8.445)] and the























For identically distributed fading channels, i.e., σ1 = σ2 = σ, (4.88) is simpli-












where B(x, p, q)is the incomplete beta function [63, eq. (8.391)]. As a special
case, for independent and identically distributed fading channels, i.e., ρ = 0,
(4.90) can be further reduced to












which agrees with [57, eq. (9)].
MEC-GSC
We can write the PDF of the MEC-GSC output SNR, γ
MEC
, as
(i) for γT ≤ γ <∞, and Lc = 1,
fγ
MEC











f(γ − γ2, γ2)dγ2−
∫ γ
γT
f(γ1, γ − γ1)dγ1, (4.93)
(iii) for 0 ≤ γ < γT , and Lc = 2,
fγ
MEC
(γ, Lc) = fMRC(γ), (4.94)
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where f1(γ) is the PDF of γ1 and fMRC(γ) is the PDF of the MRC output














































(βγ), 0 ≤ γ < γT , Lc = 2
(4.95)
where f ∗(γ) is defined in (4.88) and Qm(·, ·) is the generalized (mth order)
Marcum Q function [66].
4.9.2 Performance Analysis
Average combined SNR







Substituting (4.86) or (4.95) into (4.96), the average combined SNR for OT-
MRC or MEC-GSC over correlated Nakagami-m channels is derived as a
closed-form.
Average number of branches










































Figure 4.11: Average combined SNR of dual OT-MRC and MEC-GSC over
correlated Nakagami-m fading channels for γT = 7 dB
where f(γ, Lc) is given in (4.86) for OT-MRC or in (4.95) for MEC-GSC.
Average bit error rate









we can calculate the average BER of BPSK with OT-MRC or MEC-GSC over
correlated Nakagami fading channels by using (4.86) or (4.95) in (4.98).
4.9.3 Numerical Results
As numerical examples we consider the nonidentical distributions with a lin-
ear relation between two SNRs of diversity paths such as γ2 = qγ1 and set
q = 0.9. The target SNR and the Nakagami parameter are also fixed as γT = 7
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Figure 4.12: The ratio of average combined SNR of dual OT-MRC to that of
MEC-GSC over correlated Nakagami-m fading channels for γT = 7 dB








































Figure 4.13: Average number of combined branches of dual OT-MRC and
MEC-GSC over correlated Nakagami-m fading channels for γT = 7 dB
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Figure 4.14: Bit error rate of dual OT-MRC and MEC-GSC over correlated
Nakagami-m fading channels for γT = 7 dB
dB and m = 2, respectively. Fig. 4.11 shows the average combined SNR for
dual OT-MRC and MEC-GSC, when ρ = 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9, and compared
with the performance of no diversity (single branch) and dual MRC. It can be
seen that the average combined SNR of both OT-MRC and MEC-GSC follows
the combined SNR of dual MRC with ρ = 0 when the average branch SNR
approaches zero and gradually steps onto the SNR of a single branch with no
diversity as expected. Fig. 4.12 shows the ratio of average combined SNR of
dual OT-MRC to that of MEC-GSC, when ρ = 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. As shown
in this figure, OT-MRC scheme slightly outperforms MEC-GSC around the
pre-selected target threshold γT by 0 ∼ 0.45dB depending on the degree of
correlation. Fig. 4.13 shows the average number of branches for dual OT-
MRC and MEC-GSC when ρ = 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. Note that the average
number of combined branches of OT-MRC is not affected by the correlation
coefficient. For any value of the correlation coefficient the MEC-GSC requires
smaller average number of combined branches than the OT-MRC, while the
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difference of BER performance between OT-MRC and MEC-GSC is negligible
over the correlation coefficient as shown in Fig. 4.14. Therefore we can con-
clude that the OT-MRC is more efficient in terms of the power-consumption,
while satisfying the required target threshold.
4.10 Practical Aspects
In this Section, we evaluate the performance of the adaptive diversity combin-
ing schemes in a practical scenario in a cellular system environment. Among
the adaptive diversity combining schemes, OT-MRC and MEC-GSC are con-
sidered in what follows.
4.10.1 Cellular Environment
Performance of OT-MRC in a cellular environment
We first assume that users are equipped with OT-MRC and are distributed
uniformly over the cell that has a circular shape. To evaluate the performance
of OT-MRC in a cellular environment more accurately, we consider a combi-
nation of both shadowing and small scale fading where the local mean of the
small scale fading signal amplitude is log-normal distributed.
Averaging over the distribution of the average fading SNR γ, the PDF
of OT-MRC over the composite log-normal shadowing-Rayleigh fading distri-





where fγs(γ) is the PDF of OT-MRC over Rayleigh fading channels in (4.23)














Note that mn and σn are the mean and standard deviation of the log-normal
distribution respectively and are represented in dBs.
Since users are uniformly distributed over the cell, the PDF of OT-MRC










where r is the distance between the base station and the user and θs is the
sectorization angle in radians. R is the cell radius and fγs(γ) is in (4.99).
The goal of the adaptive diversity combining schemes is to achieve the
reduction of both average processing power for combining branches and the
number of channel estimation, which are quantified by the average number of
combined branches and the average number of branch estimation, respectively.
Since OT-MRC estimates branches only when it needs to be combined, the
number of combined branches and branch estimation are the same.
Using the average number of combined branches of OT-MRC over i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading channels given in (4.23) whenm = 1 and the PDF of OT-MRC
in a cellular environment given in (4.101), the average number of combined


























where mn = SNRtx−10log10C−10αlog10(r) is the mean and σn is the standard
deviation of the log-normal shadowing, and SNRtx is the transmission SNR.
The outage probability, Pout, is an important performance measure for
wireless communication systems. It is defined as the probability that the
output SNR falls below a threshold value, denoted by γmin. Based on the PDF
of OT-MRC in a cellular environment given in (4.101), the average output
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where Pout(γmin|γ = x) is the outage probability of OT-MRC over i.i.d. Rayleigh
fading channels given in (4.25) when m = 1.
Performance of MEC-GSC in a cellular environment











where fγs|r,x(γ) is the PDF of MEC-GSC over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels
in (4.79) and fln(x) is in (4.100).
Unlike MS-GSC, MEC-GSC tries not to estimate all the branches, but
only the branches that need to be combined. Therefore, the average number
of of combined branches is always less than or equal to the average number of
branch estimation.
Using the PDF of MEC-GSC in a cellular environment in (4.104), the


















where Lc|x is the average number of combined branches of MEC-GSC over
i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels given the average SNR γ = x, which is shown
in (4.82).
Similarly, the average outage probability of MEC-GSC in a cellular
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Cell radius 1 km
Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz
Propagation model 128.1 + 37.6 log10 (r)
Standard deviation of shadowing 8 dB
Transmission SNR 128.1 dB
User mobility 3 or 30 km/h
Doppler frequency 5.7 or 56.7 Hz
Coherence time 31.5 or 3.2 ms
Transmission time interval 2 ms
Fast fading model Rayleigh fading
Table 4.1: HSDPA simulation parameters


















where Pout is the outage probability of MEC-GSC over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels shown in (4.83).
4.10.2 Simulation in an HSDPA Environment
Although the aforementioned adaptive diversity combining schemes provide
a considerable reduction of complexity or power consumption, true adaptive
selection of the number of active antennas over small scale fading such as
Rayleigh channels may not be practical. For instance, activating and deacti-
vating an antenna with the associated RF chain are nontrivial tasks, which
may require non-negligible amount of time.
Simulation parameters
In time-division multiplexing systems such as evolution data only (EV-DO)
and high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA), channel estimation and data
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transmission are performed in a slot by slot basis [71]. Therefore, the time slot
duration needs to be designed to have the channel stationary over the duration.
Every time slot has a guard period followed by data burst. Since adap-
tive antenna selections take place during a guard period in the adaptive diver-
sity combining schemes, the power on or off ramp time of RF transceivers is a
crucial factor in the design. According to the data sheets of some wireless LAN
RF transceivers, the power on or off ramp time is around 5 µs or less [72–74].
Thus, an adaptive selection of a subset of antennas by turning on and off RF
chains within a guard period is presumably feasible.
Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation. Based on
common assumptions for HSDPA simulation in [75], we adopt the following
propagation model:
PL(r) = 128.1 + 37.6log10(r) [dB] (4.107)
where r is the distance between the base station and the user in the unit of
killometers. According to the user mobility distribution in [75], we consider two
different speeds, i.e., 3 and 30 km/h, where the maximum doppler frequency






where fd is the maximum doppler frequency. Thus, an approximate coherence
time associated with the speeds is calculated as 31.5 and 3.2 ms, respectively.
Considering the coherence time calculated as above, we observe that the HS-
DPA system was designed to have the transmission time interval of 2 ms [76].
In addition, we assume the transmission SNR to be 128.1 dB such that the
SNR in the cell edge is simply 0 dB.
Fig. 4.15 compares the average number of combined branches of OT-
MRC and that of MEC-GSC in a cellular environment when L = 4. Simulation
results are also plotted to verify the analysis. Fig. 4.16 shows the outage
probability of OT-MRC and that of MEC-GSC in a cellular environment. For
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Figure 4.15: Average number of combined branches of OT-MRC and MEC-
GSC in a cellular environment when L = 4




























Figure 4.16: Average outage probability of OT-MRC and MEC-GSC in a
cellular environment when L = 4
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Figure 4.17: Average power consumption of OT-MRC, MS-GSC, and MEC-
GSC when L = 4
comparison purposes, the outage probability of MRC in a cellular environment
is also plotted.
Power consumption
If we assume p% guard period overhead (for instance, 5% in HSDPA means
a guard period of 100 µs), the power consumption of the traditional diversity
system may be calculated as follows.
Pconv = L× Ptxrx [mWh] (4.109)
where L is the number of available antennas, Ptxrx is the power consumption
of a transceiver in transmit or receive mode. On the other hand, the power













f(γ, n)dγ is the probability of n antennas being combined
for OT-MRC, which can be easily obtained using (4.16), and Pdown is the power
consumption of a transceiver in shutdown mode. Since MS-GSC estimates all
available branches to select the best ones, no power saving is achieved during



















f(γ, n)dγ is the probability of n antennas being combined
for MS-GSC, which can be obtained using (4.38). However, since MEC-GSC
attempts to select an acceptable branch, not the best branch as in MS-GSC,
until all branches are estimated, some additional power saving over MS-GSC












[n]{nPtxrx + (L− n)Pdown} [mWh]
(4.112)
where N e is the average number of channel estimation in (4.81).
Just to get the picture of the effectiveness of the adaptive diversity
combining schemes, we referred to the data sheet of a 802.11b transceiver and
found some real values of the power consumption for various modes: Ptxrx ≈
360 [mWh], Pdown ≈ 180 [µWh] [77]. Based on these values, we illustrate the
average power consumption of OT-MRC, MS-GSC, and MEC-GSC in Fig.
4.17 when L = 4. The power consumption of MRC and GSC are also plotted
for comparison. It can be seen from the figure that the adaptive diversity com-
bining schemes achieve about 75% reduction of power consumption compared
to MRC in this example. Notice that this is a very simplified example where








Along with users’ needs for higher data rates, multi-carrier systems have re-
ceived a great deal of interest where lots of narrow-band channels are used
in parallel instead of wide-band [78]. The orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) is the most well-known and popular multi-carrier system
where simple transceivers based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse
FFT (I-FFT) are possible, thanks to the cyclic structure of channel matrix.
The fourth generation (4G) wireless system standards, such as WiMAX [79] or
3GPP LTE [80], and some WLAN standards, such as 802.11a/g, are adopting
OFDM as a primary physical layer solution [81].
In a multiuser cellular environment, some users are located in proximity
to the base station (BS), whereas other users can suffer inter-cell interference
in the cell edge [82]. Some mobile devices can be equipped with four antennas
with sophisticated schemes, while other mobile handsets provide a conven-
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tional single antenna functionality. Not only do various types of mobile device
hardware exist, but applications running in the devices also have their own
QoS requirements. Some users might want to enjoy real-time video stream-
ing service while travelling, whereas a number of other users will generate
sporadic data traffic by checking emails or web-surfing. Based on different
requirements and limitations, wireless systems using the well known trade-
off between multiplexing and diversity can achieve robustness as well as high
data rates. In [83], a fundamental trade-off between diversity and multiplexing
is discussed. Adaptive switching between diversity and spatial multiplexing
provides a significant gain and increased link robustness [84–86].
Besides multiplexing systems, adaptive modulation has been shown as
an effective technique to increase the spectral efficiency [4,5,9,10,87–90]. In the
adaptive modulation, the modulation level is adaptively adjusted contingent
upon the channel status.
Multi-channel systems require a scheme to associate information bits
efficiently with each channel. In traditional multi-channel systems, adaptive
modulation is used in each channel independently. Therefore, transmission
is avoided over deeply faded channels and high level/high rate constellations
are used over channels experiencing good channel conditions. More specif-
ically, when the quality of a channel falls below a specified cutoff threshold,
denoted by γT , adaptive modulation precludes any signal from being transmit-
ted through that channel. This blockage of transmission may result in lowering
the spectral efficiency of systems when the majority of channels undergo ex-
treme fading conditions.
We introduce a multi-channel system that uses a diversity combining
technique in conjunction with adaptive modulation to increase the overall spec-
tral efficiency. This system transmits the same information redundantly over
a subset of the total number of channels, which are optimally combined at the
receiver to improve the SNR and thus provide a higher data rate. It allows
all the channels to be used in a more effective way at the small expense of
computational complexity at both the transmitter and receiver.
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An ideal multi-channel system with adaptive modulation and a diversity
combining technique, which we call a benchmark scheme, first measures the
quality of all available channels and makes an exhaustive search of all the
possible ways of using a diversity combining technique among the multiple
channels in order to find the one that provides the maximum overall spectral
efficiency. Although a diversity combining technique and adaptive modulation
are merged optimally in this ideal system, it is too computationally complex
to be implemented in practice.
In this chapter, a hybrid scheme is proposed, which is suboptimal in
the sense that only the channels whose SNR is below the cutoff threshold are
considered to be diversity combined. We call such channels as cutoff channels.
In the proposed scheme, the same information bearing signal is transmitted
redundantly through a subset of channels whose SNR is below γT , denoted
by cutoff channels, and a diversity combining technique is utilized at the re-
ceiver to improve the overall output SNR. This system adaptively changes the
number of channels to be combined depending on the quality of the chan-
nels, resulting in a considerable spectral efficiency gain over the conventional
multi-channel system especially in desperate channel conditions. In our study
of the proposed scheme, we carry out a thorough performance evaluation by
considering the average spectral efficiency, the outage probability, and the av-
erage BER and comparing them with ones of the conventional scheme and
the optimal (benchmark) scheme in terms of maximum average spectral effi-
ciency. In these performance comparisons it is illustrated that the proposed
scheme considerably outperforms the conventional scheme and is as good as
the benchmark scheme in performance but with much reduction of complexity.
5.2 System Model
Consider a system with a total of L independent orthogonal channels, each
of which undergoes slow flat fading such that the channel remains almost
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Figure 5.1: Conventional adaptive modulation for multi-channel systems.
information is available in both transmitter and receiver. Each channel assigns
a different number of bits to transmit based on its channel quality as shown
in Fig. 5.1. We also assume an on-off type of power allocation per channel
as when we assume equal power transmission over all the channels. It is
known that the on-off power control alleviates the linearity requirement of the
power amplifier [91]. Note that adaptive power loading is often considered
to further increase the spectral efficiency, but regulatory concerns and the
peak-to-average power ratio problem usually inhibit adaptive power loading
from being used in practice. In addition, it is known that rate adaptation
is the key to achieving high link spectral efficiency and that variable-power
variable-rate systems provide a small spectral efficiency gain over constant-
power variable-rate systems while the latter simplifies hardware complexity
significantly [11, 92].
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5.3 Proposed Adaptive Scheme
In the conventional multi-channel adaptive modulation scheme, each channel
applies adaptive modulation independently. Therefore, it is possible that no
transmission occurs in a channel where another channel takes advantage of
very high-order modulation simultaneously. There are cases, however, that a
majority of channels have no transmission at all. In such cases, it is straight-
forward that joint diversity combining and adaptive modulation will help to
increase the overall performance.
5.3.1 Optimal Scheme
The maximum spectral efficiency of diversity-assisted multi-channel systems
can be found by exhaustive search over all possible channel combinations. Let
us denote K as the number of independent and different data streams. For
instance, if all the channels are carrying independent data and no channel
is combined, then K = L. On the other hand, if there are, for example,
three dual diversity combined channels, then six channels are involved with
the diversity combining and the others are individual channels. In this case,
K = L− 6 + 3 = L− 3. In what follows, we call multiple channels delivering
the same data stream as a combined channel.
Let SL be a set of vectors given as SL = {s1, s2, · · · sn, · · · , sN}, where
sn is a vector whose element indicates the number of channels to be used
for an independent data stream and N is a total number of possible chan-
nel combinations. For example, for four channel systems, (i.e. L=4), we
have N = 5 and S4 = {{4}, {3, 1}, {2, 2}, {2, 1, 1}, {1, 1, 1, 1}}. In this case,
we know from s1 = {4} that only one data stream is used via all the chan-
nels combined while s4 = {2, 1, 1} indicates three independent channels in-
cluding one dual combined channel and two individual channels. For each
of sn, consider a set of possible combinations of assigning channels and de-
note the set as Vn. For s4 from above example, we have V4 = {v1, ...,v4} =
{{γ1 +γ2, γ3, γ4}, {γ1 +γ3, γ2, γ4}, {γ1 +γ4, γ2, γ3}, {γ2 +γ3, γ1, γ4}} where γl is
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the instantaneous received SNR of the lth channel. The optimal scheme per-
forms a full search over all the vectors sn, each with all the possible combina-
tions Vn, to find out the vector that provides the maximum spectral efficiency,






where vj,k is the kth element of the vj vector and C(γ) is the number of bits
associated with the SNR, γ, from the adaptive modulation.
5.3.2 Hybrid Scheme
In the proposed scheme, only the channels whose SNR falls below the cut-
off threshold, denoted by γT , are considered to be combined to increase the
spectral efficiency. No data is transmitted through those channels in the con-
ventional system. The other channels whose individual SNR is above γT use
the adaptive modulation independently as the conventional system does. Sup-
pose there are m channels where the SNR of each channel is below γT , and we
denote the SNRs of those m channels as {γi}mi=1, and the rest of the channels
whose SNR is higher than γT are mapped onto {γi}L−mi=1 . Similar to the opti-










where Vk is a set of possible vectors consisting of {γi}mi=1 for sk, vj is the jth
vector in Vk, and vj,k is the kth element of the vj vector. For instance, when
m = 3, S3 = {{3}, {2, 1}, {1, 1, 1}}, s2 = {2, 1} has V2 = {v1,v2,v3} = {{γ1 +
γ2, γ3}, {γ1 + γ3, γ2}, {γ2 + γ3, γ1}}. Whereas the optimal scheme introduced
previously uses the full channel information, the hybrid scheme attempts to
maximize the overall spectral efficiency only with the cutoff channels, which











Figure 5.2: Flow chart for the algorithm of the proposed scheme
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For solving the discrete optimization problem above, a simple incremen-
tal algorithm is proposed as follows.
• Step 1: First, select the first cutoff channel γ1, which are arbitrarily
ordered. Then keep adding the number of cutoff channels until we find
n1 satisfying
∑n1
i=1 γi ≥ γT and
∑n1−1
i=1 γi < γT . The minimum number of
cutoff channels are selected such that the combined SNR becomes higher
than γT , where this group of cutoff channels v1,1 = γ1 + γ2 + · · ·+ γn1 is
now usable and is denoted as a qualified combined channel.
• Step 2: Second, repeat the first step by increasing the number of com-







γi < γT . The second qualified combined channel shows
v1,2 = γn1+1 + · · ·+ γn1+n2 . Repeat the same procedure until we find no
more qualified combined channels.
We summarize the proposed hybrid scheme as a flow chart in Fig. 5.2.
5.4 Average Spectral Efficiency
5.4.1 Conventional Scheme
It can be shown that the BER of M-QAM with Gray coding over an AWGN
channel can be approximated by [93]






for all values of M and for BER < 10−3. Based on (A.19), the switching
thresholds can be obtained as
γTj =
2(1 − 2j+1) ln(10BER)
3
(5.4)
where BER ≤ 10−3 and j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , K. Table 1.1 shows the switching
thresholds of M-QAM for a target BER 10−3.
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In conventional multi-channel systems with the adaptive modulation,
transmission is avoided if the SNR of a channel falls below the cutoff threshold.












where W is the total bandwidth used by the system, R
(i)
j is the rate of the
ith channel given that the size of the constellation is chosen to be M = 2j+1
for j = 1, · · · , K, and P (i)j is the probability for the ith channel to choose the




(i)(γTj+1) − F (i)(γTj). (5.6)
F (i)(x) = Pr[γi < x] is the outage probability of the ith channel evaluated
at x and γTj is a threshold for 2
j+1-QAM modulation. Note that the cutoff
threshold γT is the same as γT1 in Table 1.1. The outage probability is available
for various fading channels from the literature so the average spectral efficiency
in (5.6) can be easily found for various fading channels.
5.4.2 Hybrid Scheme
The spectral efficiency for L-channel systems with the proposed hybrid scheme







where PL,m and SEL,m are the probability and the spectral efficiency of the
case that m out of L channels have an extreme fading such that their SNR
values fall below γT , respectively. For i.i.d. fading channels, PL,m and SEL,m
in (5.7) can be expressed as











where Pm(k,nk) and SEL,m(k,nk) are the probability and the spectral effi-
ciency when k qualified combined channels are newly generated under the
condition that m out of L channels are cutoff, respectively. In (5.9), we de-
note nk as a vector of which element is the number of actual channels that
belongs to each qualified combined channel, Nk as the set containing all the
possible nk vectors as its elements, and ⌊·⌋ as the floor function. For example,
let us suppose that a total of eight channels are available and five channels
among them are cutoff (L = 8, m = 5). Assuming two qualified combined
channels are generated (k=2) due to a diversity combining technique, we eas-
ily find that there exist three different nks depending on the quality of cutoff
channels. Then it can be seen that Nk = {{2, 3}, {3, 2}, {2, 2}}, where {2, 3}
means that the first qualified combined channel consists of two actual cutoff
channels and the second comprises three actual cutoff channels. {3, 2} and
{2, 2} can be interpreted in the same way. If nk = {2, 2}, one cutoff channel is
left over and will be combined with one of non-cutoff channels, which creates
a possibility of achieving a level higher modulation order than the non-cutoff
channel by itself.
In the proposed hybrid scheme, we employ MRC over the cutoff channels
in order to obtain the combined SNR higher than γT instead of dropping them
as in the conventional scheme. The number of qualified combined channels
generated by means of MRC becomes a random variable depending on the
received SNRs of m cutoff channels. Based on the mode of operation, the
probability that k qualified combined channels are generated given m cutoff
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γi ≥ γT ,
n1+n2∑
i=n1+1
γi ≥ γT , · · · ,
N(k)∑
i=N(k−1)+1
γi ≥ γT ,
m∑
i=N(k)+1
γi < γT ,
n1−1∑
i=1
γi < γT ,
n1+n2−1∑
i=n1+1








where ni for 2 ≤ ni ≤ m is denoted as the number of actual channels for the
ith combined channel, nk = {n1, · · · , nk}, and N(k) =
∑k
i=1 ni. To represent













∣∣∣∣γ1 < γT , · · · , γn < γT ],
(5.11)
where P−1 = 1 and P
+
1 = 0. It is easy to see that, for independent channels,





where Fn(x) is the CDF of output SNR of n-branch MRC evaluated at x
and F (x) is the CDF of a single channel output SNR evaluated at x. For
Rayleigh fading channels, F (x) and Fn(x) are given in Table 2.1 and Table




− Fn(γT ){F (γT )}n
. (5.13)
Notice that P−n and P
+



















Pm(k,nk) = 1, (5.15)













P+n1 · · ·P
+
nk
P−m−N(k) = 1, (5.16)
where ⌊m
2
⌋ is the number of maximum possible qualified combined channels,
each of which combines two cutoff channels in such cases. (5.16) can be proved
using the following expression recursively: Pr[γi < γT ]Pr[γj < γT ] = Pr[γi +
γj < γT ] + Pr[γi + γj ≥ γT , γi < γT , γj < γT ].
On the other hand, the spectral efficiency when k qualified combined









m−N(k)+1(L−m− 1)SE1, 0 ≤ m < L,
k∑
j=1
SE−nj m = L,
(5.17)
where SE1 is the spectral efficiency of a single channel, which is simply ob-
tained by substituting L = 1 into (5.5). The two conditional spectral efficiency
expressions, SE+i and SE
−
i in (5.17), are derived in closed-forms as shown in
Appendix A.1. Therefore, we can obtain the spectral efficiency of the proposed















where Pm(k,nk) and SEL,m(k,nk) are given in (5.14) and (5.17), respectively.
In result, the spectral efficiency for the hybrid scheme with L channels can be
attained by substituting (5.8) and (5.18) into (5.7).
5.5 Outage Probability
5.5.1 Conventional Scheme
An outage occurs when all the channel SNR values fall into no-transmission
region and can be expressed as
P con = {F (γT )}L, (5.19)
where γT is the cutoff threshold.
5.5.2 Hybrid Scheme
The outage of the hybrid scheme occurs if all the channels are combined to-
gether to get the maximum possible SNR but the combined SNR is below the
threshold, that is, γ1 + · · · + γL < γT . Thus, the outage probability of the
hybrid scheme can be written as
P hyb = FL(γT ). (5.20)
Note that this is the same as the outage probability of the optimal scheme.
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5.6 Average Bit Error Rate
5.6.1 Conventional Scheme
The average BER of the traditional scheme, based on the adaptive modulation,




















where f (i)(x) is the PDF of output SNR of the ith channel evaluated at x. Us-
ing the BER approximation in (A.19), we can rewrite (5.22) for i.i.d. Rayleigh












, j = 1, · · · , K.
5.6.2 Hybrid Scheme
The similar approach introduced for deriving the spectral efficiency can also
be used for the evaluation of the BER performance. The average BER of the




PL,m · BERL,m (5.24)
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where PL,m is given in (5.8). The average BER when m channels are cutoff




















m−N(k)+1 + (L−m− 1)BER1, m < L,
k∑
j=1
BER−nj , m = L,
(5.26)
where Nch = L+ k −m and BER1 =
∑K
j=1 BERk is BER of a single channel.
Notice that k represents the number of newly generated qualified combined
channels and nk = {n1, · · · , nk} is a vector where nj is the number of ac-
tual channels in the jth qualified combined channels. Two conditional BER







































i,j are given in Appendix A.2.














Consequently, substituting (5.8) and (5.30) into (5.24), the average BER for
the hybrid scheme can be obtained.
5.7 Complexity Analysis
Compared to the conventional system, the diversity-assisted system proposed
in this paper needs to make additional efforts in order to find the configuration
of channels that provides the maximum spectral efficiency. Therefore, the
complexity of these systems is quantified in terms of the maximum number of
search required to find the best channel configuration in the worst cases.
5.7.1 Optimal Scheme
Since all the possible chances of combining channels among all available chan-
nels are considered, the number of search that needs to be conducted for the
configuration of channels with the maximum spectral efficiency is the sum of
a number of multinomial coefficients without knowledge of order. Thus, the







n1!n2! · · ·nL!
1
d1! · · ·dK !
(5.31)
where d1, · · · , dK are the number of duplicated positive integers in {ni}Li=1,
each of which is equivalent to the number of channels in each combined chan-
nel. For instance, for L = 6, {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6} = {2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0} and
{1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1} are equivalent and in this case d1 = 4. For a large L, with
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the help of Stirling’s approximation for the factorial function, logarithm of the
complexity can be approximated simply as




The hybrid scheme reduces considerably the amount of complexity compared
to the optimal scheme due to two facts. First, only the cutoff channels are
considered for combining. Second, the number of channels to be combined in
the combined channels {ni}Ki=1 are sequentially determined. It is the same as
a binary tree where a branch is selected in each level and the other is pruned.
Since a comparison occurs every level in the binary tree, the number of levels
required to reach the conclusion can be considered as the complexity. Thus,
the complexity of the hybrid scheme can simply be derived as
log Nhyb = log L. (5.33)
5.8 Numerical Results
Fig. 5.3 shows the average spectral efficiency of the conventional scheme,
the hybrid scheme, and the optimal scheme with six orthogonal channels as
a function of average channel SNR. The spectral efficiency of the continuous
rate system is also plotted. Continuous rate means that the number of bits per
symbol is not restricted to integer values. Although continuous rate M-QAM
is possible [94], discrete rateM-QAM is more practical, where the constellation
size is limited to 2n for a positive integer number n [92]. For the verification of
our analytic results, the spectral efficiency of both the conventional scheme and
the hybrid scheme are simulated and presented in the figure. The simulated
spectral efficiency of the optimal scheme is also plotted for a comparison with
the hybrid scheme. As clearly seen in the figure, both optimal and hybrid
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Figure 5.3: Average spectral efficiency of the optimal scheme and hybrid
scheme (L = 6)






























Figure 5.4: Outage probability of the optimal scheme and hybrid scheme (L =
6).
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Figure 5.5: Average bit error probability of the optimal scheme and hybrid
scheme (L = 6).
scheme provide noticeable spectral efficiency gain over the conventional scheme
in the low average SNR region. This is due to the fact that both schemes take
advantage of a diversity combining technique, whereas the conventional scheme
avoids transmission over cutoff channels. Hence, the hybrid scheme exploits
tradeoff between diversity among channels and overall data rate with little
complexity overhead. We can also see from this figure that the performance
of the hybrid scheme is very close to that of the optimal scheme.
Fig. 5.4 compares the outage probability of the hybrid scheme with
that of conventional scheme. Simulation results are also plotted to verify the
analytical results. As shown in this figure, the hybrid scheme offers almost 5dB
gain over the conventional scheme for L = 6, which is easily understood by
the fact that the hybrid scheme can attain some spectral efficiency gain owing
to a diversity combining technique even though all the channels are cutoff.
The BER performance of the hybrid scheme for a target BER of 10−3 is
illustrated in Fig. 5.5 along with that of the conventional scheme for compar-
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the complexity of the optimal scheme and hybrid
scheme.
ison. The BER results based on the approximation are plotted together with
simulation results for verification. Since the BER approximation for M-QAM,
which is shown in (A.19), is tight at high SNR region, the analytical BER
calculation shows an exact match with simulation result, although a small dif-
ference is found at low SNR region due to the approximation. Since the hybrid
scheme combines cutoff channels to make combined SNR to meet γT , which is
set for BER of 10−3, the hybrid scheme achieves extra spectral efficiency with
no additional BER degradation.
The optimal scheme and the hybrid scheme achieve the spectral effi-
ciency gain over the conventional scheme at the cost of additional complexity,
which involves examination of the quality of cutoff channels. Fig. 5.6 com-
pares the complexity of the optimal scheme and the proposed hybrid scheme.
Since the optimal scheme performs an exhaustive search over all the chan-
nels, its complexity is prohibitive, whereas the hybrid scheme shows a linear
function between complexity and the number of channels due to its sequen-
tial operation. Therefore, the difference between the optimal scheme and the
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Cell radius 1 km
Carrier frequency 2.3 GHz
Propagation model 129.68 + 30 log10 (r)
Transmission SNR 134.68 dB
Interference model Log-normal
Standard deviation of shadowing 8 dB
Number of cells 18 (6 1st tier cells & 12 2nd tier cells)
Subcarrier bandwidth 11.16 kHz
Coding No coding
Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM
System bandwidth 1.25 MHz 5 MHz
FFT size 128 512
Number of data subcarriers 96 384
Table 5.1: WiMAX simulation parameters
hybrid scheme is significant because of the two facts described previously. It
also shows that (5.32) is a very tight approximation to (5.31). As the number
of channels increases, the optimal scheme requires an exponential complexity
whereas the hybrid scheme shows a linear function.
5.9 Simulation in a Practical Scenario
In order to evaluate the proposed scheme in a realistic scenario, the hybrid
scheme is integrated with a practical system for simulation.
5.9.1 802.16 WiMAX System Environment
Table 5.1 summarizes the parameters used in the simulation, where
some of them are adopted from a WiMAX standard [95]. Interference from
other cells is modelled by log-normal distribution, which is a common assump-
tion in a multi-cellular environment. First tier as well as second tier cells
are considered for interference, where 18 cells exist in the simulation. WiMAX
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Table 5.2: Constellation and switching thresholds for simulation














































































































Figure 5.7: (a) Average data rate and (b) average data rate gain of the hybrid
scheme over the conventional scheme in a WiMAX system environment with
1.25 MHz system bandwidth, and (c) average data rate and (d) average data
rate gain in a WiMAX system environment with 5 MHz system bandwidth.
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provides a scalable system bandwidth of 1.25 ∼ 20 MHz, but in this simulation
we only consider 1.25 and 5 MHz system bandwidths. Simulation with other
system banwidth can be easily performed by a simple parameter change. Table
5.2 shows the constellation and switching thresholds used in the simulation.
Fig. 5.7(a) compares the average data rate of the hybrid scheme and
the conventional scheme in a WiMAX system environment with system band-
width of 1.25 MHz. The average data rate gain of the hybrid scheme over
that of the conventional scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5.7(b). Similarly, Fig.
5.7(c) and Fig. 5.7(d) show the average data rate and average data rate gain
of the hybrid scheme for WiMAX with system bandwidth of 5 MHz. As de-
scribed previously, the hybrid scheme shows a considerable gain in terms of
the average data rate in low SNR region and, therefore, improves cell-edge link
budget if used in a cellular environment. Interestingly, it is observed that the
gain has a peak at average SNR around 5dB. The reason of this phenomenon
can be simply explained as follows. The main idea of the hybrid scheme is to
use diversity combining among subcarriers if necessary, which can offer higher
spectral efficiency compared to the conventional scheme where each subcarrier
transmits independent information. For an extremely low SNR (ex. -5 dB),
however, even though multiple subcarriers are all combined together, the com-
bined SNR may not be able to meet γ1T , which is the lowest SNR threshold
in the adaptive modulation, and is thus still in the outage SNR region with a
high probability. Therefore, we can see that the hybrid scheme performs best
for a fairly low SNR (around 5dB).
Fig. 5.8 shows spatially averaged data rate gain of the hybrid scheme
over the conventional scheme as a function of cell radius. As the cell radius
increases, interference power from other cells decreases, which becomes noise-
limited channel. On the other hand, as the cell radius decreases, interference
power is dominant and noise power can be ignored, which is interference-
limited. From the figure, it is clear that the proposed scheme provides a
considerable data rate gain on average. Furthermore, the proposed system
performs more effectively in an interference-limited channel environment.
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Figure 5.8: Average data rate gain of the hybrid scheme over the conventional
scheme in a multi-cellular WiMAX environment with (a) 1.25 MHz system
bandwidth, and (b) 5 MHz system bandwidth.
























Figure 5.9: Average Frame Error Rate of the hybrid scheme and the con-
ventional scheme in a WiMAX system environment with 1.25 MHz system
bandwidth.
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Fig. 5.9 depicts the average frame error rate of both the hybrid scheme
and the conventional scheme for WiMAX with system bandwidth of 1.25 MHz,
where a frame consists of 200 bits.
5.10 Conclusion
Multi-channel systems with joint adaptive modulation and diversity combining
are studied in this paper. First an optimal scheme (in the spectral efficiency
sense) is studied and discussed. In addition, a sub-optimal hybrid scheme is
proposed and analyzed in terms of average spectral efficiency and average BER
performance. Numerical results show that the hybrid scheme delivers almost
the same spectral efficiency as that of the optimal scheme with a significant
reduction in complexity. In addition, the hybrid scheme delivers considerable
spectral efficiency gain at the cost of a small amount of complexity. Negligible
difference is observed between the hybrid scheme and the conventional scheme
in terms of BER and PER performance.
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Chapter 6
Joint Switched Diversity and
Adaptive Modulation
6.1 Introduction
An unprecedented hunger for high data rate is not only a phenomenon that is
occuring in wireless cellular networks. Indeed due to an overwhelming number
of high quality videos, audios, and pictures, and a variety of personal portable
devices for them, connectivity with reliability and high data rate is even more
important in WPAN applications. A WPAN interconnects devices centered
around an individual person’s workspace over wireless connection. The tech-
nology for WPAN is still in its infancy and is undergoing rapid development.
Ultra wideband (UWB) and millimeter wave communications are the physical
layer candidates for the IEEE 802.15 task group 3 (TG3) WPAN standard.
For such WPAN applications, reliability of the connection is a crucial
requirement. In this regard, multiple antennas with diversity transmission
are a must-have technology for WPAN system designers. However, multiple
antennas with multiple RF chains require high complexity in hardware as
well as an increased processing power budget. Since the WPAN is optimized
for low-cost and low-power consumption, multiple RF chains may not be a
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good choice although an optimum performance can be achieved. Therefore,
an antenna selection scheme with multiple antennas and a single RF chain is
highly desirable.
Among the various antenna selection algorithms, a switched diversity
scheme with adaptive modulation offers a good performance and complexity
tradeoff. As described in Chapter 3, a switched diversity combining scheme is
a good cadidate for systems in which multiple RF chains are too expensive. It
is equipped with multiple antennas but a single RF chain such that an antenna
with an acceptable channel quality is selected for signal reception. If the signal
quality of the current antenna falls below a per-determined fixed threshold,
then another antenna with its channel quality higher than the threshold is
sought. Furthermore, wireless channel always has some time correlation, which
can be characterized by Doppler frequency. In other words, it is sometimes
very likely the current antenna will again be selected in the next antenna
selection process due to the channel time correlation. How often antenna
selection occurs depends on the channel coherence time and, thus, time slot
duration and switching threshold need to be designed properly based on the
channel coherence time and characteristics. Given non-zero time correlation,
switched diversity schemes can provide reduced channel estimation overhead
as well as low-processing complexity, compared to the case of selecting the
best antenna in every time slot, which incurs channel quality measurement of
all antennas.
In addition, discrete modulation levels in adaptive modulation allow for
some degree of freedom in antenna selection. It is clear from the viewpoint of
overall spectral efficiency that the spectral efficiency acquired by the antenna
with the highest channel quality is the same as the spectral efficiency acquired
by selecting any antenna that belongs to the modulation level for the best
antenna. Motivated by this, we show in this chapter how a switched diversity
scheme can be jointly used with adaptive modulation depending on several
optimization goals. The beauty of this scheme is that a simple change of
the switching threshold allows the receiver to adaptively adjust its mode of
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operation contingent upon the goal and availability of resources.
The idea of a switched diversity scheme can be readily extended to a
multiuser scheduling, where the scheduler selects a single user for data trans-
mission based on the users’ channel quality in a time-division multiplexing
fashion to achieve multiuser diversity [15, 96, 97]. In a multiuser scenario, one
of the major impacts on performance is the feedback load and feedback rate.
To be able to take advantage of maximum multiuser diversity, a base station
needs feedback from all the users. Since each user does not know the chan-
nel quality of other users, a current system like Qualcomm’s High Data Rate
(HDR) requires a base station to collect feedbacks from all the users [71].
Various scheduling schemes aiming at reducing feedback load while ex-
ploiting multiuser diversity gain are discussed in the literature [98–104]. A
popular way to reduce the number of feedbacks is by using a channel SNR
threshold, where only the users who have a channel quality higher than the
threshold send feedback to the scheduler. The selective multiuser diversity
(SMUD) algorithm in [105] shows that the feedback load is significantly re-
duced by using such a threshold. Later in this chapter, we show how the
switched diversity scheme with adaptive modulation analyzed previously can
also be used in a multiuser scenario.
6.2 Switched Diversity Systems with Adap-
tive Modulation
Suppose a user has diversity branches numbered 1 ∼ L in an arbitrary or-
der. Each of the diversity branches may correspond to a receive antenna that
captures a replica of the transmitted signal. We assume i.i.d. fading channels.
The switched diversity schemes can be combined with adaptive modu-
lation in multiple ways. Depending on the primary goal, the switched diversity
scheme can change its mode of operation from a bandwidth efficient scheme
to a power efficient scheme, or vice versa, by a simple change of the switching
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threshold. The system can even adaptively change its mode of operation over
time based on the channel state or available resources, such as battery power.
6.2.1 Spectral Efficiency Maximizing Scheme
The spectral efficiency maximizing scheme aims at maximizing performance
with less complexity or switching overhead. Note that the number of switching
in this system is equivalent to the number of channel estimation.
Mode of operation
The mode of operation is as follows. The user first estimates the first antenna.
If the signal quality of the first antenna exceeds the highest SNR threshold
for adaptive modulation, denoted by γNT , then the first antenna is selected for
signal reception. Otherwise, it switches to the second antenna and sees if its
signal quality can support the highest modulation order. If so, the second
antenna is selected, or it again switches to the third antenna. It continues
switching until it finds an antenna where the highest modulation can be as-
signed. If all the antennas do not satisfy γNT , then the best antenna compared
to others is selected and the modulation order it can support is chosen for
transmission. As long as an antenna that supports the highest modulation is
found during this selection process, this antenna is selected for signal recep-
tion and the estimation of the rest of the antennas is not performed and thus
no further switching occurs. By doing this, the number of estimation can be
reduced while the maximum possible spectral efficiency is still achieved if com-
pared to the selection diversity scheme where all the antennas are measured
prior to user selection.
Statistics
Based on the mode of operation described above, we found that its operation
becomes the same as the SECps scheme [58] with γNT as its SNR threshold.
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Pr[max{γ1, · · · , γi−1} < γNT , γNT ≤ γi < x],
x ≥ γNT
Pr[max{γ1, · · · , γL} < x], x < γNT .
(6.1)









1 − Fγ(γNT )
{1 − Fγ(x)}, x ≥ γNT
[Fγ(x)]
L, x < γNT ,
(6.2)
where Fγ(x) and fγ(x) are the CDF and PDF of the output SNR in a single
receive antenna evaluated at x, respectively. Differentiating (6.2) with respect





1 − (Fγ(γNT ))L
1 − Fγ(γNT )
fγ(x), x ≥ γNT
L[Fγ(x)]





Switched diversity scheme can achieve as much spectral efficiency as seletion
diversity scheme offers owing to the discreteness inherent to adaptive modula-
tion. Notice that the selection diversity scheme is a switched diversity scheme
with an optimum threshold. From the standpoint of output spectral efficiency,
it does not make any difference which antenna is selected as long as the selected
antenna has its received SNR higher than γNT such that the highest modulation
order can be adopted. Higher received SNR in general brings a lower BER, but
this is not necessary since adaptive modulation already guarantees the target
BER. Hence, discreteness of adaptive modulation provides certain degree of
freedom allowing to tradeoff the spectral efficiency and switching overhead or
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where γ0T = 0, γ
N+1
T = ∞, and SEn is the spectral efficiency of the nth SNR
region in the adaptive modulation. Substituting (6.3) into (6.4), the average
spectral efficiency is simply represented with a closed-form as
ASE = SEN{1 − (Fγ(γNT ))L} +
N−1∑
n=1
SEn{[Fγ(γn+1T )]L − [Fγ(γnT )]L} (6.5)
Average Bit Error Performance
The bit error rate of M-QAM modulation with Gray encoding at high SNR
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Using (6.3) and (6.6), we can rewrite (6.8) as
ABER =
1
1 − (Fγ(γ1T ))L
{
1 − (Fγ(γNT ))L





















Average Antenna Switching Overhead




(i+ 1)(F (γNT ))
i{1 − F (γNT )} + L(F (γNT ))L
=
1 − (F (γNT ))L
1 − F (γNT )
.
(6.10)
6.2.2 Antenna Switching Minimizing Scheme
The antenna switching minimizing scheme intends to minimize the antenna
switching overhead, or equivalently the number of channel estimation.
Mode of operation
The mode of operation is similar to the previous scheme. The first antenna
is estimated and used with the highest modulation level it can support. If
the first antenna has the received SNR lower than γ1T , which is an outage
case, then switching to the next antenna occurs. The second antenna is then
estimated and used with its highest modulation level. If another outage takes
place, then this procedure continues with the third antenna until total outage
over all the antennas occurs. Based on the mode of operation, its operation is
identical to SECps with γ1T as SNR threshold.
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Statistics









Pr[max{γ1, · · · , γi−1} < γ1T , γ1T ≤ γi < x],
x ≥ γ1T
Pr[max{γ1, · · · , γL} < x], x < γ1T .
(6.11)









1 − Fγ(γ1T )
{1 − Fγ(x)}, x ≥ γ1T
[Fγ(x)]
L, x < γ1T
(6.12)
where Fγ(x) and fγ(x) are the CDF and PDF of the output SNR in a single
receive antenna evaluated at x, respectively. Differentiating (6.12) with respect





1 − (Fγ(γ1T ))L
1 − Fγ(γ1T )
fγ(x), x ≥ γ1T
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Similarly, using (6.4) and (6.13), the average spectral efficiency is simply rep-
resented with the closed-form expression given by
ASE =
1 − (Fγ(γ1T ))L
1 − Fγ(γ1T )
N∑
n=1
SEn{Fγ(γn+1T ) − Fγ(γnT )}. (6.14)
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Average Error Performance
The average symbol error rate of the scheme can be written as
ABER =
1












Average Antenna Switching Overhead
The average antenna switching overhead is simply written as
ASO =
1 − (F (γ1T ))L
1 − F (γ1T )
. (6.16)
6.2.3 Adaptive Scheme with Optimum Threshold
For switched diversity schemes, care must be taken for determining the switch-
ing threshold, which is an important system design issue. For instance, a high
threshold results in an undesirably increased number of antenna switching,
whereas a poor diversity gain is obtained for a low threshold. Therefore, this
Section introduces an adaptive scheme where the switching threshold is adap-
tively adjusted according to the average channel quality.
Optimum Threshold
Unlike switch and stay combining (SSC), switched combining with post-examining
selection (SECps) does not have a finite optimum threshold for minimizing
BER performance since it operates as selection combining when none of the
antennas meet the switching threshold. To manageably approach this prob-
lem, we introduce a value, denoted by ǫ, to represent the closeness to the
optimum value. Consequently, the optimum threshold, denoted by γoptT , for
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Figure 6.1: Optimum switching threshold for SECps with multiple modulation
levels




1 − (Fγ(γoptT ))L









where fSC(x) is the PDF of SC evaluated at x. Fig. 6.1 depicts optimum
threshold values for SECps with various modulation levels as a function of av-
erage channel SNR when ǫ = 2 · 10−2. For each modulation level, the optimal
threshold is represented as a log-like function over average channel SNR. How-
ever, it is not surprising that optimum threshold is proportional to average
channel SNR when multiple modulation levels are taken in consideration.
After some numerical calculation, we found that optimal threshold for
SECps with multiple modulation levels can be simply approximated as








Figure 6.2: A discrete time division multiplexing system over block fading
channels.
which can be seen in Fig. 6.1. The average spectral efficiency, average number
of channel estimation, and average BER performance of this adaptive scheme
with optimum threshold are illustrated in Section 6.6.1.
6.3 Switch-based Multiuser Scheduling
6.3.1 System Model
We consider a discrete time division multiple access system for multiuser com-
munications as shown in Fig. 6.2. In every time slot, only one user is selected
by the base station or access point and the given power budget is fully used
for the selected user in the time slot. Every time slot has a short guard band
followed by a data burst. The proper design of the duration of time slot
based on the channel coherence time and a scheduling algorithm will enjoy
high multiuser diversity order and offer a high overall performance. Each user
uses either the spectral efficiency maximizing scheme or the antenna switching
minimizing scheme that we described previously. Suppose a transmitter with
a single antenna and K users each with multiple antennas. Let Lk denote the
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total number of receive antennas for the kth user. In addition to the efficient
usage of bandwidth and power for each user, multiuser scenario involves user
scheduling strategies. We also assume a backlogged model, where each user
always has data to transmit. Consequently, the scheduler can make a decision
only based on the channel quality of the users.
In this Section, we take a switch-based scheduling scheme in consid-
eration, where any user whose received SNR is higher than the given SNR
threshold is selected. A switch-based scheduling scheme along with the adap-
tive modulation offers some degrees of freedom in user selection, resulting in
the efficient use of bandwidth or power resources. In a similar fashion as in
the switched diversity with adaptive modulation in a single user case, any user
who falls in the channel SNR region that the best user belongs to can be se-
lected while achieving the same overall spectral efficiency. By doing this, some
reduced complexity in the scheduler can be obtained.
6.3.2 Switch-based Scheduling
The maximum overall system spectral efficiency can be achieved by the op-
portunistic scheme where the user with the highest signal quality is always
selected for every time slot. It is straightforward to see that the opportunistic
scheme in this scenario is identical to the user scheduling based on the selection
diversity used in every time slot.
When the adaptive modulation with discrete modulation levels is used,
multiple users possibly belong to the same modulation level. In such cases,
it does not make any difference from the viewpoint of the spectral efficiency
if the scheduler selects any user among since they will all adopt the highest
modulation level. This approach can even offer reduced processing complexity
for the scheduler and, more importantly, reduced feedback load.
The switch-based scheme selects any user who meets the given condi-
tion among the randomly ordered users. When a user is found, it no longer
investigates other users. The users are shuffled in a randomly basis every time
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the selection is carried out. Since it stops measuring the rest of the user’s
signal as soon as a qualified user is found, the number of estimation is much
less than that of the opportunistic scheme. Since the channel estimation in-
volves in general an increase in the bandwidth as well as in the amount of
feedback, it is highly desirable to minimize the number of channel estimation
in closed-loop wireless systems.
Depending on the optimization goal, we can tradeoff the overall spec-
tral efficiency and feedback load, or equivalently processing complexity, in
switch-based schemes by a simple change of the switching threshold, which
are introduced in what follows.
6.3.3 Overall System Spectral Efficiency Maximizing Scheme
This scheme can also be called as the bandwidth efficient scheme or the perfor-
mance maximing scheme. This scheme aims at maximizing the overall system
spectral efficiency with less switching overhead in a multiuser environment.
Mode of operation
The overall system spectral efficiency maximizing scheme (OSSEMax) operates
as follows. The users are ordered in an arbitrary fashion. First, the BS probes
the first user. If the first user can support the highest modulation order,
then the first user is selected for the current time slot. Otherwise, the BS
switches to the second user and check if the second user can support the
highest modulation. If so, then the second user is serviced. If not, the BS
switches again this time to the third user. The BS keeps switching between
users until it finds a user who can support the highest modulation and assigns
the current time slot to this user. Every user sends a single bit feedback
notifying whether or not it can support the highest modulation. If none of
the users can adopt the highest modulation, then the BS requests the users
another type of feedback that contains the highest modulation each user can
support. Based on the feedback from all the users, the BS selects a user who
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can support the highest modulation compared to other users.
Average System Spectral Efficiency
Based on the mode of operation, the average system spectral efficiency for
the OSSEMax scheme with K users, where the ith user is equipped with Li


















where Fi(x) is the CDF of output SNR for the ith user evaluated at x. Since
all the users perform the spectral efficiency maximizing scheme, the average




















where Fγi(x) and fγi(x) are the CDF and PDF of a single channel of the ith
user evaluated at x. If all the users have the same number of receive antennas,











{[Fγ(γn+1T )]L − [Fγ(γnT )]L}k[Fγ(γnT )]L(K−k). (6.21)




SEn{[Fγ(γn+1T )]LK − [Fγ(γnT )]LK}. (6.22)
It is interesting to note from the mathematical standpoint that this scheme
can be viewed as a single user applying SECps with KL antennas and γNT as
its SNR threshold.
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6.3.4 Feedback Load and Antenna Switching Minimiz-
ing Scheme
Another extreme case is considered to serve as the lower bound on performance
with the highest processing complexity savings. This scheme can also be called
as the energy efficient scheme, since it aims at minimizing both feedback load
and antenna switching overhead for a user in a multiuser environment.
Mode of operation
The feedback load and antenna switching minimizing scheme (FLASMin)
schedules a random user yielding any modulation level for transmission. First,
the scheduler selects a random user. The selected user even chooses a random
antenna for signal reception. If this antenna undergoes an outage, then the
user selects another antenna unless the received SNR is below the outage SNR
threshold. If this selected user suffers from an total outage over all its available
antennas, then another randomly selected user, excluding the previously se-
lected user(s), is investigated and this user SNR is checked against the outage
threshold. The same procedure continues until the scheduler finds any user
who can support any modulation order.
Average System Spectral Efficiency
According to the mode of operation, the average system spectral efficiency for











T ){Fk+1(γn+1T ) − Fk+1(γnT )}. (6.23)
If all the users have the same number of receive antennas, then the average





1 − [Fγ(γ1T )]LK
1 − Fγ(γ1T )
{Fγ(γn+1T ) − Fγ(γnT )}. (6.24)
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Again, this scheme can be viewed as a single user applying SECps with KL
antennas and γ1T as its SNR threshold.
6.3.5 Trade-off Scheme
Some mobile devices may be equipped with four antennas and have power-
ful processor(s), whereas other devices may only have a single antenna with
limited processing power. Some devices may support high quality video ap-
plications, while others only allow low data rate applications. Those powerful
devices sometimes may require a power saving mode to maintain a long operat-
ing hour. Under these variety of different circumstances, each user may set or
adaptively change its operating mode based on the availability of the given re-
source budget. Additionally, the scheduler can set a user-specific threshold for
each user such that a fairness based on each user’s condition and requirement
can be obtained. However, this user-specific threshold requires an extensive
knowledge of each user’s channel statistics.
In this Section, we consider a simple and practical scheduler that has
a common switching threshold for all the users. Only the users who have
a higher received SNR than the threshold send a feedback to the scheduler.
Furthermore, for simplicity we assume that all the users belong to the same
service class and take a spectral efficiency maximizing scheme as their mode
of operation. Let γψT denote the SNR threshold determined by the scheduler,
where ψ is an integer satisfying 1 ≤ ψ ≤ N . This threshold may need to be
optimized and updated according to the users’ channel variation.
Mode of operation
The trade-off scheme (TOSch) operates as follows. The scheduler first selects
a random user who performs the spectral efficiency maximizing scheme intro-
duced in Section 6.2.1. The selected user investigates if the highest modulation
level can be adopted for transmission. If any antenna supporting the highest
modulation level is found, then this antenna is used for signal reception. If
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none of the antennas support the highest modulation level, then the antenna
with the highest channel SNR compared to others is selected for signal recep-
tion and its modulation level is reported to the scheduler. Now the scheduler
examines whether the reported modulation level is higher than the modulation
level defined by its switching threshold γψT . If so, then this user qualifies and
the scheduler selects this user for data transmission and stops the user selec-
tion process. If not, the scheduler selects another user excluding the previous
user(s) in random and investigates if this user qualifies. If the scheduler set γψT
to γNT , then the operation is exactly the same as the overall system spectral
efficiency maximizing scheme introduced in Section 6.3.3. On the other hand,
setting γψT to γ
1
T provides the other extreme scheme called a feedback load
minimizing scheme. In this scheme, a user qualifies as long as this user can
adopt any modulation level excluding an outage and the scheduler finds any
qualified user, which offers a greatly reduced feedback load.
Average System Spectral Efficiency
Based on the mode of operation described above, the average system spectral






























Li{[Fγk+1(γn+1T )]Lk+1 − [Fγk+1(γnT )]Lk+1}.
(6.25)
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The detailed derivation of (6.25) is given in Appendix A.3. If all the users









1 − [Fγ(γψT )]LK
1 − [Fγ(γψT )]L
{[Fγ(γn+1T )]L − [Fγ(γnT )]L}.
(6.26)
6.4 User Scheduling with Fairness
Needless to say, fairness is always an important factor in multiuser schedul-
ing, since high level of fairness in general sacrifices the overall performance.
Fairness can be defined in multiple ways. A first possibility is to assign the
same rate to all users, which seems fair at a first sight. However, in a cellu-
lar networks, some users are in the proximity of the base station, but others
are in the cell edge. Under this heterogeneity of users’ channel condition, the
proportional fairness rule provides a better notion of fairness with enhanced
performance.
In order to improve the fairness among users, we combine the switch-
based schemes introduced previously with the idea of enhanced equal access
scheduling policy to guarantee high probability of access for each user. For
comparison, the opportunistic policy is firstly reviewed where the best user is
always selected among all users in every time slot.
6.4.1 Opportunistic Scheduling Policy
The opportunistic scheduling policy is a so-called greedy scheduling algorithm,
since the user with the highest channel quality is always selected among all
users in every selection process. In the switch-based schemes, the scheduler
performs user selection as soon as any user under the given condition is found
without testing all the users. Therefore, the rest of the users in the user pool
after the user selection do not even have a chance to request to get a channel
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access. In order to give all the users a fair chance to compete for time slots in a
probabilistic manner, the user number is randomly shuffled and user switching
starts from user number 1 in the numerical order. Since the best user is always
scheduled, the user selected in the previous slot can also be selected for the
next slot. Therefore, fairness in terms of performance or throughput may not
be guaranteed in this scheme. However, random shuffling will provide each user
a fair chance to compete for a channel access. The average system spectral








where ASE(K) is the average system spectral efficiency for K users given in
(6.22), (6.24), and (6.26) for the OSSEMax scheme, the FLASMin scheme,
and the TOSch scheme, respectively.
6.4.2 Equal Access Scheduling Policy
In the time division multiple access scheme, the fairness may be quantified
by the number of channel access or the number of time slots assigned to each
user. A simple alternative scheduling called equal access scheme is proposed
in [106] to improve fairness, where the selected user in the current time slot
is removed from the user pool for the following time slots until all the users
are scheduled. Therefore, it is guaranteed that every user has a maximum
inter-access time of 2K − 1 time slots, which is necessary especially for delay-
sensitive services such as video or audio. Since the number of users in the
user pool is decremented everytime a scheduling occurs, the average multiuser
diversity order is represented as K+1
2
. The average system spectral efficiency









where ASE(k) is the average system spectral efficiency for k users given in
(6.22), (6.24), and (6.26) for the OSSEMax scheme, the FLASMin scheme,
and the TOSch scheme, respectively. Notice that the number of users in the
user pool k is a variable in (6.28), whereas it is a constant K in (6.27).
6.5 Feedback Load and Rate
Feedback load is defined as the number of feedbacks required for the scheduler
to perform a user selection. Normalized average feedback load can be defined
as the ratio of the average feedback load per time slot by the total number
of users [105]. On the other hand, feedback rate is defined as the number
of bits in a feedback. Feedback load and rate in general show an interesting
tradeoff relationship. If a feedback is allowed to have enough number of bits
for channel quality information, then the average feedback load in general will
be lower than the case of 1 bit feedback.
6.5.1 Overall System Spectral Efficiency Maximizing Scheme
Based on the mode of operation described in Section 6.3.3, each user sends a
feedback only if its receive SNR meets the highest modulation level, and this
requires just 1 bit. If all the users fail to meet the highest modulation level,
then the scheduler may request a full feedback from each user. Users then
report the highest modulation level they can support to the scheduler (log2N
bits are needed for N modulation levels). If multiple users belong to a same
modulation level, a random selection breaks the tie.





k(1 − F (γNT ))F (γNT )k−1 +K(F (γNT ))K−1 +K(F (γNT ))K
=
1 − (F (γNT ))K





where F (x) is the CDF of the channel statistics of a user evaluated at x.
If none of the users can adopt the highest modulation level, a full feed-
back with log2N bits is necessary from each user and this may be a non-
negligible overhead. The average feedback rate is written as
FR = 1 − (⌈log2(N + 1)⌉ − 1)(F (γNT ))K , (6.30)
where ⌈x⌉ is the ceiling function.
6.5.2 Feedback Load and Antenna Switching Minimiz-
ing Scheme
Based on the mode of operation in Section 6.3.4, the feedback load and antenna
switching minimizing scheme schedules a random user with any modulation
level excluding an outage. In order for the selected user to report the highest
modulation level it can afford, a ⌈log2(N + 1)⌉ bit feedback is required for
a total of N modulation levels. Since the lowest SNR threshold, which is
an outage threshold, is used as the switching threshold for the scheduler, no
feedback rate saving is offered, i.e., FR = ⌈log2(N +1)⌉. However, the average
feedback load is apparently minimized and so is the antenna switching in a




k(1 − F (γ1T ))F (γ1T )k−1 +K(F (γ1T ))K−1
=
1 − (F (γ1T ))K
1 − F (γ1T )
(6.31)
6.5.3 Trade-off Scheme
Similar to the previous schemes, each user send a feedback containing its
highest modulation level only if its receive SNR meets the switching threshold
γψT . If all the users fail to have the received SNR higher than γ
ψ
T , then the
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scheduler may request an additional feedback. Each user then reports the
highest modulation level it can support to the scheduler given the fact that
the received SNR is lower than γψT (a feedback needs log2ψ bits to represent
φ − 1 modulation levels and an outage). If multiple users belong to a same
modulation level, a random selection breaks the tie. The average feedback
load is given by
FL =
1 − (F (γψT ))K
1 − F (γψT )
+K(F (γψT ))
K (6.32)
Since γψT is used for the switching threshold, each user needs ⌈log2(N −
ψ + 2)⌉ bits for a feedback, which represents the highest modulation the user
can use among the modulation levels higher than γψT . The average feedback
rate is given as
FR = ⌈log2(N − ψ + 2)⌉(1 − (F (γψT ))K) + ⌈log2(φ)⌉(F (γψT ))K , (6.33)
6.6 Numerical Results and Simulation
6.6.1 Joint Switched Diversity and Adaptive Modula-
tion
Fig. 6.3 depicts the average spectral efficiency of the spectral efficiency maxi-
mizing scheme (SWCN), the antenna switching minimization scheme (SWC1),
and the adaptive scheme with optimal threshold (SWCopt) introduced in Sec-
tion 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3, respectively, when L = 4. Note that the simulation
results verifies the analysis in the sense that all the schemes provide indentical
average output spectral efficiency for an average channel SNR lower than γ1T ,
whereas the SWC1 scheme shows a noticeable difference for an average channel
SNR above γ1T as can be anticipated from its mode of operation. The adaptive
modulation with no diversity gain is also plotted for bench mark comparison.
Interestingly, the SWCopt scheme represents a near-optimal average output
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Figure 6.3: Average spectral efficiency of various schemes














































Figure 6.4: Average number of channel estimation (antenna switching) of the
various schemes
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Figure 6.5: Average bit error rate of the various schemes
spectral efficiency over the channel SNR region between γ1T and γ
N
T . As ex-
pected from its mode of operation, SWCopt behaves in the similar fashion as
SWC1, when the channel SNR is lower than γ
1
T and SWCN when the channel
SNR higher than γNT . For comparison, a selection diversity, denoted by SCopt,
that requires the same number of channel estimation as in the SWCopt scheme
is also plotted. Since a selection diversity in general estimates all available an-
tennas to select the best channel quality among them, it can be said that SCopt
has less number of antennas1 than SWCopt. Therefore, SWCopt outperforms
SCopt while maintaining the same number of channel estimation overhead as
illustrated in Fig. 6.4, which shows an excellent trade-off between the output
spectral efficiency and the number of channel estimation as visualized in the
figures. The average number of channel estimation in this Section is analyzed
and simulated under the assumption of block fading channels, in which the
1The number of antennas for SCopt is a fractional number. Notice that, however, SCopt is
introduced only for comparison with the switched diversity schemes given the same number
of channel estimation.
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channel is stationary over a block and is independent from block to block.
Also the time slot duration is assumed to be the block length, which allows us
to transparently analyze the performance of the systems without considering
Doppler frequency. However, in practice, the wireless channel is neither con-
stant over the channel coherence time nor independent from block to block.
Therefore, the time slot duration is typically designed less than the channel
coherence time in order to reduce performance degradation due to the channel
variation during the time slot. Consequently, the channel sometimes can stay
with a similar value over several time slots, which may require less number
of channel estimation. However, it is meaningful to evaluate the performance
under the assumption of the block fading channels, because the block fading
is the worst case in the sense that the channel independently varies every time
slot, which requires the highest channel estimation overhead. Finally, the av-
erage BER performance for all the schemes is shown in Fig. 6.5. Similar to the
BER behavior exhibited by the other adaptive modulation systems, an almost
flat region between γ1T and γ
N
T is observed.
6.6.2 Multiuser Diversity with Switch-based Scheduling
Suppose a frequency division duplexing (FDD) system where uplink and down-
link channels are separated by frequency. Let Tm be the mini-slot duration,
which may be set as the processing time required for the scheduler to deal
with a single user. Let Ts be the time-slot duration that can be defined as a
multiple of Tm, i.e., Ts = αTm, where α = 600 in this simulation. We assume
that the guard period is variable and is consists of feedback load multiplied
by Tm. Therefore, the average guard period can be written as T g = FL · Tm.
Considering the average feedback load, the average overall spectral ef-
ficiency is given by













































Figure 6.6: Average overall spectral efficiency for the switch-based multiuser
access scheme with various parameters for the number of user K = 10
Notice that the average overall spectral efficiency is reduced by a factor Ts−T g
Ts
and, thus a long guard period decreases the output spectral efficiency.
Fig. 6.6 shows the average overall spectral efficiency with respect to the aver-
age channel SNR. In this figure, the TOSch scheme with its switching threshold
γnT is denoted by TOSch(n). A more interesting fact is found when the aver-
age overall spectral efficiency is plotted as a function of the number of users
as shown in Fig. 6.7. As the number of users increases, the OSSEMax scheme
shows worse spectral efficiency performance than the TOSch scheme with the
switching threshold of γ5T . This can be simply explained by the average feed-
back load illustrated in Fig. 6.8. Since the OSSEMax scheme requires a large
number of feedback requests, the average overall spectral efficiency is trimmed
due to the long guard period. Fig. 6.9 illustrates the normalized average
feedback load of the OSSEMax, ASFLMin, and TOSch with the switching
threshold of γ5T when the number of users is K = 10. As anticipated, the
normalized average feedback load decreases as the average channel SNR in-
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Figure 6.7: Average overall spectral efficiency for the switch-based multiuser
access scheme with various parameters as a function of the number of users
for average channel SNR γ=18dB
creases. From this figure, we can see that it is possible to adaptively adjust
the switching threshold of TOSch so as to limit the normalized feedback load
into a certain level. This has also some practical value, since the guard period
needs to be limited into a certain value in practical systems. This adaptive
switch-based multiuser scheme can be simply implemented and wil provide a
reduced guard period without sacrificing much of the average overall spectral
efficiency. Fig. 6.10 shows that the TOSch scheme provides a significant re-
duction of the normalized average feedback as the number of users increases.
This figure also demonstrates the effectiveness of the TOSch scheme.
6.7 Conclusion and Future Work
The joint use of switched diversity and adaptive modulation provides a re-
duction of average number of channel estimation without spectral efficiency
loss. By a simple change of the switching threshold, the switched diversity
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Figure 6.8: Average feedback load for the switch-based multiuser access scheme
with various parameters as a function of the number of users for average chan-
nel SNR γ=16dB
































Figure 6.9: Average feedback load for the switch-based multiuser access scheme
with various parameters for the number of user K = 10
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Figure 6.10: Normalized average feedback load for the switch-based multiuser
access scheme with various parameters as a function of the number of users
for average channel SNR γ=20dB
scheme can easily change its mode of operation from spectral efficiency maxi-
mization to power consumption minimization. Switch-based multiuser access
schemes are also presented and their performance analyzed. Numerical results
quantifying the trade-off between average overall spectral efficiency and feed-
back load show that the average feedback load can be significantly reduced
compared to the optimal overall system spectral efficiency maximizing scheme
without having a considerable output spectral efficiency loss. As part of future
work, we plan to investigate an adaptive trade-off scheme with an adjustable




7.1 Summary and Contributions
Previous work on diversity combining techniques shows that a much improved
SNR is obtained in a receiver when combining multiple diversity branches.
Most straight forward examples are multiple antenna systems and code-division
multiple access (CDMA) rake receivers that take advantage of spatial diver-
sity channels or multipath diversity channels. In addition, OFDM systems
use frequency diversity over subcarriers whereas slotted time-division multi-
plexing systems can achieve multiuser diversity in addition to time diversity.
Although these various diversity resources provide high reliability over a wire-
less link, sometimes diversity resources are overused such that an excessive
SNR is obtained when the channel state is favorable.
This additional SNR gain due to diversity techniques may contribute
to nothing on the spectral efficiency performance when used with discrete-rate
adaptive modulation if the output SNR from a diversity receiver falls into the
same SNR region as the output SNR from a receiver with no diversity. In
such cases, the additional SNR gain provides only a lower BER than the BER
for a no diversity receiver, which is not necessary in terms of QoS because
the adaptive modulation already guarantees the targeting BER. Therefore,
in order to make an efficient use of diversity resources, the number of active
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diversity branches can be adaptively selected. Adaptive diversity combining
schemes described in this dissertation attempt to select the minimum num-
ber of diversity branches required to meet the SNR threshold pre-determined
for the QoS. Several different ways of adaptive diversity branch selection are
presented in Chapter 4 with a detailed performance analysis. Contributions
in Chapter 4 include the proposal of the OT-MRC scheme, which was inde-
pendently proposed in [56], with a detailed analysis over generalized fading
channel models. We also proposed the MS-GSC scheme and investigated its
performance, independently from [52], but our approach involves multiple inte-
grals and, thus, is difficult to calculate. However, our approach is more general
since no assumption was made for analysis, whereas the approach in [52] is
applicable only to i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. Since the adaptive diver-
sity combining schemes have the knowledge of the target SNR threshold, some
definite integral equations having an exponential function with its exponent
of the target SNR threshold, which were known to have no closed-forms, need
to be calculated to figure out BER performance. Another contribution in this
chapter lies in the derivation of useful exact closed-forms for BER performance
of the adaptive diversity combining schemes.
A multi-carrier system with joint diversity combining and adaptive
modulation is proposed and studied in Chapter 5. This proposed system im-
proves the output spectral efficiency in the low SNR region at the cost of a
small complexity and, thus, can be used in mobile devices in order to obtain
enhanced data rate at the cell edge. The analytical expression for the spectral
efficiency is derived and is verified by simulation for various different parame-
ters. The BER performance and complexity analysis of the proposed schemes
are also presented.
The WPAN applications are the leading technologies for so-called “Digi-
tal Convergence”, which is expected to be a huge market for telecommunication
companies as well as personal computer manufacturers in near future. Since
power and cost effectiveness are main factors for such systems to survive, a
simple architecture with high reliability and data rate is crucial for the design
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of WPAN devices. Considering this goal, we introduced in Chapter 6 a system
framework that incorporates a switched diversity scheme with adaptive mod-
ulation. This idea is later extended to a time-division multiplexing system in
a multiuser scenario where overall spectral efficiency and feedback overhead
show an intriguing trade-off relationship.
7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 Extensions of Adaptive Diversity Techniques to
MIMO
The idea in adaptive diversity combining schemes introduced in Chapter 4
can also be extended to a multiple transmit antenna case or MIMO case [107].
Considering practical wireless systems, the Alamouti scheme is the most pop-
ular and feasible diversity technique used in multiple antenna systems due to
its simple structure and full diversity gain [108]. Therefore, it is meaningful to
investigate the performance gain of antenna selection (or switching) diversity
when used with the Alamouti scheme in a MIMO environment. Closed-form
expressions can be derived for achievable spectral efficiency, bit error rate, and
outage probabilty of this system.
7.2.2 Efficient Feedback Schemes in a Multiuser Sce-
nario
Reducing the number of feedbacks is an active research area since the next
generation wireless standards adopt wireless systems based on multiple chan-
nels, such as MIMO or OFDM, as a key technology. The amount of feedback
in such systems is abundant due to the number of subchannels and, thus, needs
to be reduced without sacrificing much spectral efficiency or capacity.
Similarly, a time-division multiplexing system in a multiuser scenario
also incurs feedback problems. Various scheduling schemes that are aimed
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at reducing feedback load while achieving multiuser diversity gain based on
a threshold are discussed in the literature. For some of the schemes, the
following assumptions are often made: 1) users are able to detect feedback
collisions and 2) channel statistics are known a priori to users. However,
the above assumptions often lack some practical meaning. For instance, in a
cellular network, since users are spatially distributed over a cell, there would
be hidden regions that exist in the other side of the cell such that a user is not
able to detect a feedback signal from other users located in the hidden regions.
Apparently channel statistics is difficult to know a priori and it may not be
possible for each user to know its channel statistics until measured. Sensor
networks provide another good example that the above assumptions may not
apply.
Considering the limitations listed above, we propose a simple and prac-
tical feedback scheme based on switched multiuser access without assuming
knowledge of channel statistics and collision detection capability. The basic
principle behind this scheme is to find any one among the users who belong to
the SNR region for the best user, where SNR regions are defined by adaptive
modulation. The performance of the proposed feedback scheme will be derived




In this appendix, we provide some detailed derivation of some equations pre-
sented previously.
A.1 Derivation of SE+i and SE
−
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where Ri,j is introduced in Eq. (5.5) and
P+i,j = F
+
i (γTj+1) − F+i (γTj),
P−i,j = F
−
i (γTj+1) − F−i (γTj),
(A.2)
where





















γn + γi ≥ γT ,
i−1∑
n=1






n=1 γn and η = γi. Using the variable substitution, Eq. (A.3) is
rewritten as
F+i (x) = Pr[τ + η < x|τ < γT , η ≥ γT ], (A.5)
















f(η)fi−1(τ)dηdτ, x ≥ 2γT
(A.6)
where
P̃+i = Pr[τ < γT , η ≥ γT ] = Fi−1(γT ){1 − F (γT )}. (A.7)
f(x) and F (x) are the PDF and CDF of a single channel output SNR evaluated
at x, respectively, whereas fi(x) and Fi(x) are the PDF and CDF of the
output SNR for the MRC combining scheme with i branches evaluated at x,
respectively.
Note that the PDF and CDF of MRC output SNR are available for
various fading channels in the literature. Similarly, Eq. (A.4) is rewritten as












f(η)fi−1(τ)dηdτ, γT ≤ x < 2γT




P̃−i = Pr[τ + η ≥ γT , τ < γT , η < γT ]
= F (γT )Fi−1(γT ) − Fi(γT ).
(A.9)
Based on the switching thresholds for the adaptive modulation shown in the
Table 1.1, it is worth noting that x ≥ 2γT is the region of our interest. There-
fore, P+i,j for Rayleigh fading channels can be derived, by substituting the PDF
of a single branch in Table 2.1 and the PDF of MRC(L) over Rayleigh channels





























1, j = 1
0, j ≥ 2
. (A.11)
Thus, substituting Eq. (A.10) and Eq. (A.11) into Eq. (A.1), we reach the



































































. By differentiating the conditional CDFs in Eq.









f(x− τ)fi−1(τ)dτ, γT ≤ x < 2γT
∫ γT
0








f(x− τ)fi−1(τ)dτ, γT ≤ x < 2γT . (A.16)




















γi−1T − (x− γT )i−1
(i− 1)!γi e
−x
γ , γT ≤ x < 2γT . (A.18)
It can be shown that the BER of M-QAM with Gray coding over an AWGN
channel can be approximated by [93]






for M = 2j+1 and BER < 10−3. Using Eq. (A.19) and substituting Eq. (A.17)


















Γ[i, bj(α− γT )] − Γ[i, bj(β − γT )]
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Γ[i, bj(α− γT )] − Γ[i, bj(β − γT )]
Γ[i]
]}
, γT ≤ α ≤ β < 2γT .
(A.21)
A.3 Derivation of Eq. (6.25)
Assume K users are competing for channel access where each user is assumed
to have infinite backlogged data. Suppose the kth user has Lk receive antennas
and each user operates according to the spectral efficiency maximizing scheme
introduced in Section 6.2.1 in order to achieve its maximum throughput. Then,











i{1 − Fγk(x)}, x ≥ γNT
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ifγk(x), x ≥ γNT
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where Fγk(x) and fγk(x) are the CDF and PDF of a single channel of the kth
user evaluated at x, respectively. Let γψT denote the SNR threshold decided
by the base station for user switching. Suppose that each user sends a full
feedback, which contains the current channel state. Based on the mode of
operation, the base station switches to another user when the current user
has a lower receive SNR than γψT . Therefore, its operation can be viewed
as switched diversity with post examining selection (SECps) with γψT as its
switching threshold which is embedded with SECps with γNT as its switching


















where Fk(x) and fk(x) are given in Eq. (A.22) and Eq. (A.23), respectively.





























































T ≤ x < γNT
KL[Fγ(x)]




Even though in the TOSch scheme each user send a reduced feedback indi-
cating the highest modulation level that can be supported for transmission
instead of the current channel state, the average system spectral efficiency for
the TOSch scheme is the same for using a full feedback or a reduced feedback
since the probability of a certain number of users belong to a modulation level
is identical. Therefore, the average system spectral efficiency for the TOSch








Substituting Eq. (A.25) into Eq. (A.27) and after some manipulations, the





Average Error Rate Analysis
In this appendix, we derive closed-forms of some integral equations that need
to be involved to analyze average error rate performance of diversity combining
schemes with adaptive modulation shown previously.















Using the alternative Q function in [65] and some mathematical manipulation,

















































































The detailed derivation of Eq. (B.5) as a closed-form is given in Appendix







Γ[L− n] = 1, (B.6)

















































Using variable substitution of t = b(a+sin
2θ
sin2θ
) and partial fraction recursively,
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] (B.9)
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(B.10)














B.3 Derivation of I2[k, a, b, c]
I2
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Similarly, using variable substitution of t = b(a+sin
2θ
sin2θ
) and recursive partial
fraction shown above, Eq. (B.12) is written as
I2
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which can be expressed with a closed-form as
I2
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